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Howard
receives
$2 million
e

•

•

By Robert J. Vickers

Hilltop Staff Reptrter

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Walter H . Annenberg, former U.S.
Ambassador to Great Britain and
founder of the Annenberg School of
Communications at the University of

Pennsylvania.
According to a statement issued by
the university, the $2 million has been
specifically donated to the School of
Commu11ications for the establishm·ent of" an endowed chair arid for

scholarships.
·. Jn a statement, University President James E. Cheek said the gift is
the ''largest contribution the university has received during its 120-year
existence from a liviqg person.'' The
largest contribution ever made by an
indivi~ual, which totaled $3.7
million ; was from the estate of the

deceased Dr. C. B. Powell, graduate

of Howard Univ~rsity Medical
School in 1920 and former owner of
the New Amsterdam .News of New

York.

Aside from the Annenberg donation, recent contributions from corporations such as AT&T and IBM
and organizations such as the National Science Foundation, the
university's financial ~tatus still sufferS from a small endowment.
or the $400 millio'n that makes up
the university' s budget, the endowment equals only .02 percent of that
figure. According t'o Roger Estep,
\/!ice president · of development and
university relations, the endowment
is interest income made from a principal irlvestment . The endowment is
comprised of contributions from
alumni, corporations and friends of
the university.
Budgetar y figures show that
tf.oward University's endowment is
$58 million. But according to
sources, .the $58 million does not
repr~sent spendable interest earned
alone, but also includes the principal.
Figures on the interest earned income
alone cou ld not be obtained.
According to Estep , the $58
million _figure is extremely low in
comparison to the multi-billion dollar
endowments of other major universities such as Harvard University and
the University of Texas , which have·
the two largest in the country.
One of the major projects implemented to raise funds is the
Challenge Fund established by the
federal government. Through this
program, the government matches
the amount of a contributors donation up to $6 million dollars. So far,
$4 million of the matching funds have
been allocated.
Another program is the New
Direction Fund which was established in 1977 with the goal of raising
O Continued on page A3
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Late graduation, drop-outs more frequently seen

Naomi Travers
A $2 "million contribution has been
made · to Howard University by

•

Retention rates cause
distress at Howard U

This week:

Allen Brown, 22, was supposed to
graduate tomorrow, but because of his
fascination with the Howard social scene, he
has finished his ninth semester and still .has
nine credits to complete.
''I was having too much fun to think
about school, so I took off last semester . I
got caught up here and lost control," he
said . Brown is indicati ve of most Howard
students, who statistically graduate in more
than the usual four-year period.
'During orientation week, university staff
members tell new undergraduate entrants to
take a long look at the person next to you
because odds are that he or she, won't
graduate with you.
·
Of the 9,212 students who enrolled in
Howard between the years of 1980 and 1983,
only 49.67 percent graduated in the expected
four year period .
'' I think the average time (for graduating)
is more like four and one-ha1f to five years,"
said Howard University Registrar Cecil
Franklin. Raw statistics indicate that ''less
than 50 percent of new entrants graduate in
four years."
Statistically H oward has one of the better graduation rates of the major universities
in the area. At the University of Maryland,
less than one o ut of every three new entrants
graduates in four years.
Of the 17 ,545 students that enrolled at
that university between 1980 and 1983 , on=- 1y 22.2 percent gra,d~ated in four years, leaving only 36 percent still enrolled. Based on
those figures, 41.8 percent left Maryland for
reasons varying from transferring to financial o r academic troubles.
,
Phnln by Franscino Crowelle, Jr.
''There has been an awful lot o f attention
Graduates try on cap ond gowns in preparation for commencement.
paid to retention rates (at Maryland) and

black student retenti on especially," said
Marilyn Brown, director of institutional
studies.
..
If general student body retention rates are
bad at Maryland, black student retention
rates are terrible by any standard .

or the 1,630 black students enrolled at the

University of Maryland between 1980 and
1983, only 10 percent graduated in four
years. Tha""t is the equivilant of having
graduated only 163 black students in fou r
years.
University of Maryla nd Associate Dean
for Undergraduate Studies Roger Mcintire
is spearheading efforts to improve retention
rates.
''There has been a lot o f speculation
(regarding poor retentio n and graduation
rates). We've found that the biggest factor
effecting retention is prepa ration,' ' he said.
Mcintire also noted other factors that
con tribute to low retention and four year
graduation rates. ''Undecided majors, commuting, transferring and no connect ion to
groups on campu s are among the most influential," he said.
Acknowleging the poor statistics, Mcintire noted that '' It is a complicated formula
to (improve the retention rates, but) there
are effo rts in the works to alleviate the problem.''
Franklin attributed the higher retention
and four-year graduation rates at Howard
to the atmosphere and the commitment to
successful students. ''The environment here
is inore conducive to succeeding, " he said .
To many graduates, graduating in four

years
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Two Bison prepare or NFL
Reed, C:happell confident,about making pro teams
•
By Alonza Robertson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

- - - - - - · - , . ' - - -- ' ' - -

Every four yea·rs or so, these two
lifelong friends advance 'on to the
next level of competitive football.
It started in pee-wee league back
home in Miami, when they played
together with the South Dade
Packers. Then, together on the
powerhouse Southridge High School
team that compiled a 38-2 four-year
record.
Next it was colleger where both
became stars at H oward. Now, the
sole remaining step is the professional
ranks, and after last month's collegiate draft, both have got their foot
in the door.
J
Harvey Reed i nd Curtis Chappell
are excited, confident and ready to
pursue National Football League
. careers. Reed was drafted by the

Credit union
chartered
for fall

•

th~"liliftte:

to a spokesperson at Howard Univer:sity's
Office of Career Planning a nd Placement ,
''students trying to fi nd that first job
sometimes experience a lot of difficulty."
O Continued on page A 12

C hicago Bears in the seventh round, than 4.5 seconds.
while Chappell signed a free agent
''I'm excited and ready to get into
contract with the Dallas Cowboys.
it," Chappell said in his Cooke Hall
In inte-rviews this week, both Bison. dorm room Tuesday , while packing
players reflected on their shared past: for the mini-camp in Dallas sc heduland outlined their aspirations for ed to begin
Wednesday
what they hope to be promising afternoon.
1
futures'.
''I feel Confident about making the
''When I first started playing foot- team ,'' Chappell said. Dallas' lack o f
ball, they handed me. the football in a healthy seasoned veteran at wide
a game and the guys on defense kept receiver will work well in Chappell's
looking around for the ball after the favor.
snap '' said the 22-year Chappell. •
In addition to receiving, C happell
••They turned around and saw that itJiS a dangerol:ls kick return specialist.
I was already in the end zone; I had For two straight years he ranked seran past everybody and scored a c~nd among the ~ation's leaders i.n
touchdown," he said of his days with kickoff returns. Hts career average ts
the 85-pound and under class of the 27. I y~rds per return.
South Dade Packers in Florid.t.
During his four years at H oward ,
Speed has been the essence of Chappell ca_ught 50 passes for 886
Chappell 's career. This year he is one yards an~ nine ~ouchdowns.
of only nine collegiate wide receivers · ~sked if he. might cha.age now that
in the nation to run 40 yards in less he 1s a pptent1al professional athlete,

•

Photo by Fransc no

Harvey Reed, left, and Curtis Chappell relax on the field
Chappell smiled slowly. ' 'The only
change is that I am going to handle
my money better,'' said Chappell, the
you ngest of 11 children.
Drugs and alcohol are things ''I
don't deal with at all,'' said Chappell,

despite 'the stereotype he said other
students try to give him knowing he's
from Miami, where drugs are
available ~n high volume.
A consumer studies major, -ChapO Continued on page A3

ROTC officer undergoes
regional investigation
By Tracey Davis
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Isabel Hammond.

only half of

The Howard University Army
Department of Military Science
•
(ROTC) provides students with
~Y Alonza Robertso n
scholarships and the opportunity for
Hilltop Staff Reporter
military advancement . However, due
to dissention within the department,
For William Fisher two years of
the ROTC is presently under
Photo by Frank Byrd
planning, meetings, proposals and
investigation.
paperwork has come 10 an end. He Pictured from left to right, Dr. Carl Andersan, Hakim Hadi, Harry
According to a retired master
will le~d the newly-chartered student
Blaisdell, William Fisher and Professor Wesley Queen.
sergeant of Howard Univerjity's
credit uriion at H oward University,
ROTC who asked to remain ll'tliden!he. fir~t at a predominately black officials seemed pleased with their hopes that the credit union would
tified, the actions of Colonel David
1nst1tut1on.
newest member .
l
M. Foye, the current professor of
enhance the newly enacted Self-Help
''I stand before you a very reliev''This has been a very rewarding program. Students voted earlier this my Military Science, as well s i
ed young man,'' Fisher said a small experience for me," said Harry year to raise their activity fee $5 to
regular events within the RO
ceremony in the Armour J . Blaisdell, special assistant to the vice establish an emergency loan fund to
under investigation.
Blackburn Hill ~op Lounge on April chairman of the board of the Na- help other students.
The investigation is being
30, where national student credit tional Credit Union Administration,
ducted by Colonel Snotgrass o
4nio
1cials formally presented the who worked closely with Fisher and
region headquarters at Ft. Br'@.g ArThe credit union will offer students
i its charter.
the other students in developing the money orders, savings accounts and" my Base, located in Fayet ' ville,
HOwar~ University Federal
plans that led to the charter.
N. C. Snotgrass could not b reachfinancial counseling.
Stu ~t Cr~d1t Union will begin
''Your people have been more exed for comment.
''The eyes of the world will be
operation this fall. The office will be acting than any group that I have ever upon us because we're the first (stuFoye said that he was ''unaware of
located in the "bitsemeni of the · worked with,'' Blaisdell said. ''I dent) credit union at a black school,"
any investigatiori taking place.''
Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Ad- think you're going to have a group Fisher said. ''I think we will prove
According to the sergeant, allegamini~tration Building.
you'll be very proud of.''
tions against Foye include sexual harthat balck Amercians are not as poor
It is the 17 chartered union in the
Dr. Carl Anderson, vice president a credit risk as we have been led to
rassment and misconduct.
nation . At the ceremony, chartering for student affairs, expressed his believe.''
A female administrator, who ask-·

ed to remain unidentified , said that
she had '' been called upon to give a
deposition as to fher) knowledge on
any of the alleged occurences,
specifically his [Colonel Foye) attitude toward women."
The ser'g eant also stated that on
several occasions Foye had to be
escorted from the Howard Inn
because of excessive drinking.
During the year and a half that
Foye has been in charge of the Army
Department of Military Science, the
master sergeant was relieved and a
major was reassigned to Georgetown
Univer.;ity.
The sergeant alleged that Foye illegally relieved him in May 1986 for
having a student teacher, and arriving-to class late.
The sergeant protested the
dismissal and was court martialed by •
Foye when the department discovered
that he had been over-paid $11,000, ·
despite tl}e fact that he had cleared
the mistitke with the finance departrii.ent at the region headquarters.
In APril of this year, the sergea11t
gave a sworn statement to Snotgrass.
that said Foye had taken hiS>ex-wife
0 Continued on page A3
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'Pioneer'
program
graduates
first class

Morgan chosen among five others
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Jesse Jackson, Ossie Davis, Shirley
Ch.i sholm, Maya Angelou, Ed
Bradley ... What do all of these people have in commo n? They're all
black, outstand ing roi:: modrls in today's society, and each of them over
the past 20 years have given the commencement addre ss at Howard
University's graduation ceremonies.
Tomorrow, noted journalist Edward Morgan will join the ranks of

By Henry Duvall
Special to the Hilltop

•

When James O'Barr, a 44-year-old
Los Angeles native, received ''a calling'' in the late '70s, it didn't mean
entering the ministry.
When Tracy Robinson Newell, a
26-year-old Chicago native, studied
law in 1983-84, her law school
classmates would quip, ''You should
be in social work ... "
Today, O'Barr and Newell join the
ranks of thousands of the nation's
1988 college graduates, but with the
distinction of being graduates of a
''pioneer'' program at the Howard
University School of Soaial Work
that is believed to be the first of its
kind in the world .
O'Barr and Newell are in the first
graduating class of a master'.s dtgree
social work program in displaced
populations.
The program is ''desig-ped to provide education, skills and career opportunities for students interested in
working with refugees, victims of

Commencement filled with . history

•

In gowns, Tracy Newell and Jome$ O'Bon along with Cudore Snell, pose
outside the School of Social work.
'

.

disasters, the homeless and other
displaced groups -- both in the United
States and abroad,'' according to
School fo Soc ial Work Dean.
Richard A. English.
The graduate degree specially is
believed to be the first comprehensive
program of social work education in
displaced populations, focusing
primarily on what English cal ls ''the
phenomenon of uprootedness.
''Your school has been a pioneer
in developing a program on displaced populations," said Dr. Vera
Mehta,.secretary-general of the Inter-

Activities of graduation .:xercises date back to early years

national Association of Schools of
Social Work in Vienna, Austria, in a
recent letter to English.
O'Barr and Newell were among the
first four students id the two-year
program, which was launched in
1986. Last year, the program expanded to 14 students.

Based on years of tradition,
Howard University's commencement
ceremony and attire ·-- from the
academic costumes to the batons,
mace and the chain worn b'y the
University president -· symbolize
years of achievement.
The academic costumes or caps,
gowns and hoods that the graduates
wear, date back to the Middle Ages.
Monk and· students used to wear
them for warmth in the medieval
castles. From this practical origin, the
costu m~ has developed into a symbol
of academic achievement.
The various degrees, such as bac·
calaureate and masters, each have a
different cap, gown and hood . The
BA degree, or baccalaureate, have a
pleated gown with shirring across the
shoulders and back . They have long
flowing sleeves and are worn open or
closed. The tassels worn on the mortarboards or caps are usually black.
The master's degree gowns are
worn open and the sleeve is shorter.
The gowns for doctorate degrees are
also worn open. Velvet panels down
the front of the gown and three
stripes across the sleeves distinguish
it from others. The tassels on these

Ability to learn, create inspires 92-year-old music major
1

Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

Hilltop Staff Reporter

As many of this year's college
graduates prepare to launch their
ca1eers in an era of high technology,
O'Barr and Newell share a common
goal: a desire to help and serve disadvantaged people.

-By Shelia Maxwell

.
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caps, are ,,u,s~ally g9J\(, . , ,

14, 1896, Hammond began her quest

are worn on the shoulders of the
student .
The hood , which add s distinction
to the academic costume, is silk lined and bears the colors of the institution: Velvet, bearing the color of the
field of <;tudy, borders the hood.
Examples of such colors are green
for medicine, scarlet for theology and
olive green fo r pharmacy, white for
arts, letters and humanities, and
orange for education.

By Desiree C. Boykin

HU. s oldest student

fo r knowledge at an early age.
Her mother, who died when she
Was 8, taught her to play the piano
\1:hen she was only 5-years-old. At
ages 9 and IO , she was playing, for
churches and for the District's Community. Annual May Festival. Proving herself to be gifted in both music
and academics, Hammond gradu{lted
from Armstrong Technical High
School at 16.
She first attended Howard as a
pa rt time student in 1922 to obtain a
Bachelor of Arts degree in music
E.ducation . She describes Howard today as a very different place from
..vhen she was a student 66 years ago .
''There weren't many pa-\::'ed
streets. Everything was bricks ," she
said. ''Many times we walked down
the hill on brick walk ... the
Blackburn Center and the College of
Liberal Arts building is where they
used to have Miner Hall,'' she said.
According to Hammond, Miner
Hall was used by the Dean of
Women, Suzy Elliot, and was where,
once a week, a day of prayer was held
for fe male students.
Hammo'nd also said she was very
impressed with the improvements in
the College of Fine Arts.
,,,,
''BaCk then, we had to have classes
in various places and we had tern·
porary classrooms,'' she said. '''It
makes me [feel) very proud to see the
luxurious building that the students
in Fine Arts have. I hope that they
app reciate it,' ' she said.
Hammond left shchool in 1923
when she became a single parent,
fol lowing the death of her husband.
She took a job as a private music
teacher in order to support her
family.
.
'' I never wanted to stop [school),
but I had a responsibility to my
children, " she said. Although she
wasn't in school, Hammond spent
her years away from Howatd...._p_articipating in community service. ~he
used most of her time to teach music
and culture to children in the area .' In
fact, she spent 47 years in D.C. public
schools as - a volunteer in music
education.
Hammond worked with Mrs.
Mordecai Wyatt Johnson, the wife of
Howard's first black president, to
bring children for visits to Howard. '
She also continued to work on The
Hammond Institute of Music and
Fine Ans, a program that she found·
ed in 1916 and that is still in opera·
tion today. The Institute furnishes
students with courses on piano,
guitar, violin, voice, theory, harmony
and community singing.
. She also wor-ked to develop
students in an techniques, art exploration and ih the understan~inii; of
various forms of art expression. In
addition to that, Hammond is also a
poet and composer.
~
'' I am one of the pioneer piano
1
teachers in the district and I am only

Jesse Jackson and Shirley Chisholm.
According to University Relations.
the process begins......_with President
Cheek requesting nominations for
honorary degree recipients through
the various vice presidents in the Fall.
They in turn send out universitywide memo's petitioning recomendations from faculty and staff for possible recipier1ts.
''Responses come in containing
suggestions from throughout the
university," said Alan Hermesch,
D Continued on page A12
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Some young college st udents tOday
often forget the real reason for attending school, somehow getting caught
up in the midst of parties, football
games and other social events.
· ·sut for somme students, like
Isabelle Hammond, who, at age 92,
is'IHoward University's oldest senior,
the opportunity to learn and create is
a major inspiration.
Born in the District on February

the those •mentioned above as he
receives an honorary degree and
becomes the 120th speaker to add ress
a grad uating class at Howard.
The co;-,1mencement speaker is
among those receiving honorary
degrees on graduation day and is
chosen from among that group .
Although reaction to Morgan 's appointment has rangep from mild surprise to bewilderment from univerity instructors and graduating seniors,
Morgan · went through the same
lengthy process Or selection as both

By Eric Smith

Any faculty members and guests
that are in academic costume are in
gowns that represent the institutions
in which they have received their
degrees.
Batons, carried by the faculty and
student ma'r:?iha ls of each school, are
used tc 'ead the academic procession.
They are,.~~ .:::: of wvod, painted blue
with white ribbon tied at the top to
denote Howard's colors.
The Unive rsity Marshal, Dr.
Joseph 8 . Morris, carries the mace
during the commencement exercises.
It is the ceremonial symbol of the
university. The mace, like the
academic costume, dates back to the
Middle Ages. It is used during all
academic ceremonies and announces
the arrival of the academi c
procession .
The Presidential Chain of Office
or the medallion worn around President Cheek's neck was presented to
the University in 1967. It was in

,

A gold cord or fourragere denot_:s
outstanding scholastic distinction and

I

•

I

honor of the Centennial Celebration
of the University. Then Trustee, Herman B. Wells and his mother
presented it to Howard. It is the symbol of the Office of the President and
is made or sterling silver and hard
gold. The University Seal and the
Centennial Seal are on the chain.
Howard 's mascot, originaJly a
bulldog, but later changed to the
bi so n, also has a historic
background.
The o rigin of the bison as mascot
has been narrowed down to two
sources.
Howard University was once the
financial responsibility of the Department of the Interior. It has been
thought that Howard chose the sym.
bol of that department as its own.
Dr . W .E. Morrison, an. eminent
psychiatrist , does not agree. Morrison believes the Bison mascot was
taken fro m the name given ~o black
soldiers in the Indian War . :rhe
sold iers were nicknamed bison
because it was the best fighting
animal.
Like the mascot, Howard's present
alma mater is also different from the
original. Elmer Clayton Terry, a
member of the class of 1912, wrote
the original version or the song in
November 19 10. The present version
was written by J.H. Brooks, and the
. music was written by F.D. Malone,

both members of the class of 1916.
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Isabel Hammond.

Pre1e.,,.e the memory of Howard Uni'l'errityf 120th Commencement on Saturday, May 14, 1988. Order your 'l'ideo
car1ette by ,rotlowing these eary Jtep1:
,
1. Pick up order fonn with your invitatio11J (April 18)
OR with your cap and goM1 (May 9)
)
OR by u1ing the order form below
c
2. Complete order form and Jubmit with check or money order for TOTAL AMOUNT to WHMM /TV 32, 2222
4th Street, N.W., Wa1hington , D.C. 20059 by MAY 30, 1988. Tape1 are $39.95 EACH.
"
3. Orderr will be filled within 30 day1 AFTER MAY JOTH.

NO CASH OR WALK-IN ORDERS WILL BE ACCEPTED. ONLY ORDERS ACCOMPANIED
BY C•JMPLETED ORDER FORM AND TOTAL PAYMENT WILL BE PROCESSED. COPIES
CANNOT BE PICKED UP FROM THE STA TION AT ANY TIME. NO PHONE CALLS
PLEASE!

-~~UTH~ --- - ~------------ ---Name--- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - -- -' - - - -- - - - - - - - - - Addrers _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _L -_ _ _ __ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip O:xie _ _ _ __

H-am~Ond, far right,FOseswith Boy Scouts and Howard's former president Mordecai Wyatt Johnson in the 1930s.
one ot· the group that 's still living,"
She returned to Howard in 1943 to
she said.
continue her studies for 16 more
''I try to inspire other people to use years only· to return once more in
their talents and to learn about the 1983. Hammond said her latest
beautiful parts of life . I love -t·hings rCturn is no different from the others
that are beautiful and I tell people and that it is ''just a continuation''
that there's a lot of beauty in the of her work towards her degree.
world,'' said Hammond.
She said she enjoys being at
Howard -because of the educational
During the beginning years of The opportunities and the kind of treatHammond Institute of Music and ment she gets from her professor and
Fine Arts, Hammond also sent her fellow students.
children through college. Six of them
''I have a very warm feeling
attended Howard while the seventh
D L:ontinued on page A12
attended a teacher's college.

HOWARD u N"fVERSITY COMMENCEMENT 1988
VHS D
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FORMAT DESIRED
Betamax 0
No. ofropie1 - - - - - - - - -

Cost: $39.95 for each copy ordered
PleaJe make check or money order pa1able to WHMM-TV. (NO CASH PLEASE)

AGREEMENT

-

•

It i1. underrtood a'nd agreed that thi1 material or portion1 thereof, either J_dure or round, will NO"T be wed for
tratumiI1ion on any brGadcaJt rtation, nor reproduced, nor rhown for the purpllJe of charging adminion, nor ot~
wed for commercial purpore1 without prior written apprcn'al of WHMM· TV.
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ Date _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
All orderJ MUST be receiYed by May JO, 1988. Materiah will be forwarded to the addre11 abow within thirty (30)
day< AFTER MAY JOTH.
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HU dorms restoration delayed Million
Housing construction, renovation plans outlined

Conti~ued fro~

1

By Yolanda McCann
Hilltop Scaff Reporter

Over t~ past few years Meridian
Hill Hall, j:>ne of H oward's three coed dorm s, has suffered some
damages to property which has
delayed restoration of the dormitory.
Acco rding to the Rev. Nathaniel
Thomas, Meridian's dorm counselor,
the emergency telephones and marble dividers in the women's bathroom
have been damaged the most.
''Approximately three and a half
years ago, some students were going
around busting up and tearing apart
the emergency telephones," said
Thomas.
''Fortunately enough we were able
to .catch them because of a group of
very positive sJudents who did not
tolerate the actions. They put an end
to it by contacting me and security,"
he said, adding that the damage has
cost the university $5,000 to repair
each phone and ''that was money
that could have been spent on
renovation.''
In the past, students have completely destroyed a marble divider in
the women's bathroom on the third
floor with a sledgehammer. Offenders have not been caught and
repairs have not been made yet, said
Thomas.
Students are not only damaging
property in the dormitory, at 16th
arid Euclid Streets, N.W., but a dorm
housekeeper said someone has been
defecating in the showers.
''I do not do this behind my
children, but I have to do my job,"
said Teresa Nedd, a fifth floor
housek_eeper. ''A ll I know is there are
some nasty folks· that do not have
home training."
Some stude11ts agree.

'' It is not just for the i'nnocent to
UnJike other dormitories, Park
pay for the guilty,'' said Elizabeth Square and Slowe Hall residents have
Lloyd, a Meridian Hill resident. had few complaints.
''Meridian is not the best place to
''The students maintain a strong
live, so why must we make matters relationship with the dorm council
worse."
and the dorm residents,'' said
Despite damages made in the dor- Michelle Smith, a resident of Park
mitory, Thomas said they have plans Square. ''If things need fixing, they
to repair and renovate many of its • are usually fixed within one or two
parts.
·
days upon request.''
1

''We would like to use the money
that we spend in repairs to reopen the
cafeter ia as well as rem1.~l the
reading room so students will have a
decent place to eat and also to
study,'' said T~o~as.
<?the~ dorm1tor1es are also ~x- per1enc1ng problems, some of which
have been addressed. According to
Dea_n Willi~m Keene, Office of
Re s1~ence Life, Howard h~uses_ a~proximately 3,~ of the un1vers1ty s
12,000 students tn 17 dorms.
.
George W. Cook Hall, which
houses most of the athletes, and
Drew Hall, the only all-male
freshman dorm, both h ave
maintenance problems.
''The reason that this is allowed to
go on is that the school does not have
a check in g system," said Mike Herdan, a graduate assistant at Drew
H all.
Bethune H a ll, an upperclass
female dormitory, is plagued with
\vater problems, despite numerous
complaints by the residents.
According to Harold Banks, assistant for environmental con trol , ''at1empts have been made to take care
of the problem." He SJlid the water
must be turned off completely before
repairs can be made.
Another problem Bethune has experienced is elevator breakdowns,
\vhich have also occurred in
Meridian.

''On occasion, the elevator on the
west side has broken down and [it]
has taken longer than a week for it
to be repaired, but usually every time
the elevators break down the dorm
counselor calls the physical plant and
it is repaired within the week,'' said
Rhonda Giggs graduate assistant at
Bethune.
'
While many students cope with the
problems in the dorms, Howard
University has outlined construction
and renovation plans for the future.
One plan calls for the renovation
of all dormitories and laboratories.
The University also hopes to construct two new dorms one for
freshman males and th; other for
females.
At the present time, the Graduate
Housing Project is half complete.
The project, called Howard Plaza,
was intiated to boost graduate school
enrollment . It is expected to attract
si ngle graduate students, those married with children, and new faculty
and staff.
Howard Plaza, located off of 9th
and Barry Streets, N .W ., will be two
10 story towers containing 37.0 units,
ranging from efficiencies to one, two
or three bedroom apartments.
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$ l 00 million with no particular
deadline. So far, the ~ew Direction
Fund has brought in $86 million.
Charter Day festivities are among
the special university events during
which funds are raised. At the 1988
Charter Day Dinner, it was announced by Board of Trustee member
Carmen Turner, that $400,000 had
4 been raised from corporate and individual sources, a sum short of
amounts raised during past dinners.
Alumni groups, such as the Best of
Friends, also sponsors special affairs

to raise funds. To date, Best of
Freinds has contributed approximately $12,000 to the university and expects to raise between $5,000 and
$10,000 after this Saturday's affair
''A Reunion Celebration,'' according
to Best of Friends Associate Jerry
Williamson.
This year, according to Estep, $5
million has already been raised and
he projects a total of $10 million to
be raised. Overall, Estep said the state
fund raising was ''promising.''
A major factor contributing to the
low endowment at Howard is the lack
of alumni contributions. According
to Estep, alumni contribute 20 percent of the endowment, 5 percent less
than the minimum amount to be expected from alumni. Budget figures

show that last year, alumni donated
a total amount of $1.007 miJlion.
~

''Howard is a private, comprehensive university. As such, it depends
for its financial support for private
as well as public sectors. Alumni can
make a sharp difference through contribtutions and it is important that
they start the habit of giving early,''
said Estep .

Nesta Bernard, director of Alumni Affairs, said that she is pleased
with .any type of support. ''We
definitely need more people contributing whatever they can afford
whether it be 1,000 or 50 dollars.''

Bison schedule adds ·new team
By Robert L. Frelow, Jr.
Hilltop Staff Reporter

After a few years of negotiating
an open date with football
pow;rhouse Grambling University,
the Howard Bison have finally
worked out a tentative date with
that Southwestern Athletic Conference team for hext season.
According to a schedule relea.sed
by the University's Department of
Intercollegiate Athletics, Howard is
tentatively set to open the 1988
season against Grambling in the
Whitney Young Classic on Saturday, Aug. 27. The game will take
place in Bronx, New York at
Yankee Stadium, anc:bwill mark the
first time the two schOols have met .
in football.
According to Jesse Batten, assistant sports information director,
the game is definitely going to be
played although the exact date has

not been set. ''There is a 50-50
chance that the game-is going to be
played on Aug . 27 or Sept. 10,''
Batten said. ''Negotiations are still
being worked out, but the game is
definitely going to be played in New
York.''
On Sept. 3, the annual ''Clash of
the Titans,'' featuring the Bison
and the Merehouse College Tigers
will take place in Atlanta, Georgia.
The Bison' s first home game will
be Sept. 17 \Vhen they take on
Bethune-Cookman College, and
will follow the next week with a
Sept. 24 meeting with South
Ca roli na State College in
Orangeburg, S. C.
Revenge will be o n the Bison's
mind Oct. 8 when they face Towson
State University at Howard 's
Greene Memorial Stadium. Towson
was the only team to defeat the 9-1
Bison from last year.
An Oct. 15 meeting with Virginia
State University in Petersburg, Va.,

comes before a Homecoming conference rival meeting with North
Carolina A&T State University on
Oct . 22.
For the first time since 1956, the
Bison will face off at home With the
Firebirds of the University of the
District of Columbia (UDC) which
just last year, considered doing
away with its football program. At
last meeting, UDC was known as
D. C. Teachers College.
In November, the Bison meet
Florida A&M University in
Tallahasee , Fla. , the first meeting
since 1983, when the Ratt lers were
ruled inelgible for conference play
after breaking Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference and National Collegiate
Athletic Association rules .
The Bison then come home to
fac e the Morgan State University
Bears on Nov. 12, before closing
out the season against the HornCts
of. Delaware State at Greene
stadiui;n on Nov. 19.

I

Darren E. · Price contributed to this
story.

Racial protests in colleges, universities spur
handbook for prevention of racist incidents
By Alonza Robertson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

A.

Tensions between black and while
co llege students have heightened in
the past several years, spurring ac
least 20 different racial protests lhis
Spring alone and causing one educational group to prepare a handbook
for co lleges and universities that
specifica lly outli11es \Vays to revent
racial incidents.

''Racism has come out l"rom
hiding. The country has sort of moved to the right and there is this attitude going around that WesternAnglo culture is better, and anything
else is inferior,'' said Sara E.
Melendez, director of Special Minori· lY l11itiatives for the American Council of Education.
Such attitudes by non-minority
members of various ethnic groups,
particularly bl'i:ccks, J1a\oe sent the

countries minority college students
hurling toward justice.
Bruce Fox, a 23-year-old senior at
Penn ~tate University, said he wasn 't
even aware of the problems at his
school until black student leaders
staged a 15-hour takeover of a campus building recently in protest of the
university president's refusal to meet
and discuss minority issues.
''If people talked about me, wrote
O Continued on page A12
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This Corporate Fat-Cat puts
profit before .people!

The "Florida (Miami) live": Harvey Reed (I.), Curtis Chappel

(kneeling), Tony McClain, Marvin 'Jackson and Leon Brown.
heart," Reed said .
And how will Har v'y Reed
change, being a · member of the
Chicago Bears? ''I'm Jl9nna be the
same loud mouth, cracking jokes,
Southern boy I've been through high
Chappel confers with high school
school and c?llege."
'
caoch Don Salonger in 1983.
At the end of his senior year in
high school Reed was seriously considering attending the University of
Florida.
But after visiting Howard and
realizing four of his friends would be
in school here, he decided on
Continued from page 1
Howard. ''We're pretty close, we
don't hold any secrets," Reed said.
pell is a semester shy of obtaining his
''We helped one anbther and so we
degree . He says he'll return in
all succeeded. None1.0f us flunked out
January to finish his requirements .
and we're all gonna graduate.
But for now, ~'my foot is in the
''I've had a lot of fun here at
door, now's my chance. I just have
Howard," he said. ''I wish 'I was an
to make sure I keep a level head .
incoming freshman and somebody
"I'd like to thank the Dallas
else (was) going to the pros, "'""Reed
Cowboys for recognizihg my talent.
said .
I plan to give them all 200 percent
''I thank my momma for having
that I gave Howard,'' Chappell said.
me, Jesus Christ for givirtg me the
' 'I like to thank the guys at than we are for ourselves," said talent, Coach Jeffries for hClping
Howard for helping me through the Reed, the youngest of ten children. me-I res_pect him as a friend and as
difficult times; the coaches, the
Plaques and trqphies decorate the a father.
.
players, the students and my biggest .walls of his room in Cooke Hall .
''I thank my teammates for helpt~anks g~es my parents for supporwhich is three doors down fro~ ing me be a team player, ana the
ting me as a student-athlete all Chappell's.
faculty and staff here at Howard for
through my four years here '' he said
Reed like Chappell, hopes to pro- trying to understand that student''My personal thanks g~es out to ve his worth on the special teams as , athletes are here ... to work as one,''
Marvin Jackson, Tony McClain
well as his speciality-running the Reed said ..
Leon Brown and Harvey Reed '' h~ ball.
.
Head Football Coach Willie Jefsaid.
'
A consensus All-American, Reed fries had nothing but praise for his
Those four, plus C~appell made up rushed 632 times for a· 4,142 yards
two star athletes.
the ' 1 Florida Five.'' All of them came and 47 touchdowns. ''I'm going to
''I really feel both will make their
to Howard from Southridge High ~ign with this team and nothing' iS-go- teams. They're both good citizens,
School in 1984 .
ing to stop me,'' he said
dedicated to the game and posess
''I think they (.!ackson, McClain
''It's not size, the muscle or the blinding speed,'' he said. ''lt'·s hard
and Brown) are more happy for us brain that play the game, it's the for a professional team to cut speed.

Draft
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Where are YOUR priorities?
..

33 m.illion working Americans· have no
access to routine health care. Citizen
Actipn is working to make health care a
right, not a privilege. We have paid
positions waiting for people· to challenge
the system. Whether looking for a career
or ·a meaningful summer job, give Citizen
Action a call and apply.
·
202-775-0370
2000 P Street, N.W.
, · ,Room 310
Washington, D.C 20036
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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ROTC
Continued from page 1
to lunch during the coun martial. She
te~tified against the aergeant, along
with Foye and another officer during
the trial.
Major John Slade, who was
reassigned to Georgetown Universi- '
ty, was also the victim of an illegal
relief. According to the sergeant,
Foye accused Slade of distributing erroneous flyers in reference to student
grade point averages.
The flyers stated that students
needed a g.p.a. of 2.0 to qualify for
the Army ROTC program. The
sergeant alleged that the Colonel approved and distributed flyers himself,
however Slade was blamed for the
mistake months later when the g.p.a.

requirement was raised to 2.5.
Foye was unable to relieve Slade
and had him reassigned to
Georgetown, according to the
sergeant .
Other incidents under investigalion
include the theft of $1 ,500 from a file
cabinet in the ROTC office. The
money was to be used for the annual
military ball.
An incident of verbal and physical
abuse by Captain Boseman of the
Howard ROTC department is also included in the investigation.
According to the sergeant,
Boseman spoke abusively to a cadet·
from the extension center at Bowie
State University on one occasion, and
shoved her on an9ther. The sergeant
said that Slade reprimanded
Boseman, but Foye did nothing.
According to the sergeant, the
department is tryirig to ''gracefully
ease Foye out of Howard University
by June.'' Foye has only served two -

I

years of a t·o ur-year tour-of-duty and
will lose his rank if he is dismissed
from Howard.
''While they are trying to protect
the career of Foye,'• said the
sergeant, '' other individuals are suffering.''
According to a cadet who asked to
remain identified, morale among the
cadets is at ''rock bottom."
.''The Colonel's methoas of concealment and lies continue to cause
conflict within the ROTC,'' he said.
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threats highlight semester

Large number of threatening calls .annoy students
•

.I

By Monica Baker

Hilliop Staff Reporter
There were over 21 bomb threats
in Howard' s various schools and col·
leges last week alone, according to
Lawrence Dawson, associate director
of security at the University .
Each year, with the arrival of final
exams and graduation, come falsea larm bomb threats. Calls are usually made to local police, individual
schools/colleges on campus, or
H oward 's Security Office announcing a bomb plant in a Particular
location . ·
''Stude_nts make these threats to
disrupt the academic operations, like
planned examinations ,.'' Dawson
said .
Whether the call is believed to be
true or false, security m.u st evacuate
the building, supervise the evacuation
a nd check all pu blic snaces .~1 1 c h as

!!!! I I I !:l

Coolin' Out
I

Special to the Hilltop

Some students relaxed in chairs Thursday, as workers continued to build
graduation platform.
l

•

Impact of black vote examined
8)' Kalena Hammock
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Tl1e signifi cance of the black vote
i11 lhe 1988 presidential campaign,
\\'as the topic of two panel discussions
wl1i ch ai!!ed on the ''Evening Exchange'•

program over . Howard

Uniniversit y' s WHMM / Channel 32.
Th e prog ram ent itled ' 'The Black
Vote: Wl10 Ca res?'' dealt with the
issues of the can1paign and how tt1~' Y
a ffect bl ac k peo ple in the United

HU

''In the 1988 campaign, the candidates have covered many issues but,
they have neglected the black issue,"
Tidwell said .
Paneli s t s on th e program
represented various organizations
that are observing the campaign.

'

Kepresentatives from the George
Bush, Michael Dukakis and Jesse
Jackson campa igns were also on the
panel.
J ohn Dean, executive secretary of
the Office of Voter Participation, for
the Democratic Comm it tee says that
the black vote is important to the
pre~idential campaign.
'' Black voter turnout is one-half of
tt1e black voting age population. The
black vote could be the link to the
presidential election. The increase in
black voters is related to voter ed ~· (·a 
tion," Dean said .
1

dorm celebrates 10th anniversary

By Laura Chrislion
Hill1 o p S1aff Repo rter

I

States.
Sonya Tidwell, a production assistant with The Black College Satellite
Network who helped to produce the
program, said the black vote has been
an issue that the candidates have not
pa_id enough attent ion to.

Ii n1ay be J1ard to appreciate a dorn1it o r)' \\'lien the stove does not work
a11d the fau cet drips, however, the
sta ff and studc11ts of Sutton Plaza
rnade a 11 effo rt ·10 · overlook these
nii11or fau lts as they celeberated the
10th Ann iversa ry of the opening of
Sut ton.
.

T he celebrat ion , held at the Holid ay ln11 at 150 1 Rhod e Island NW,
· gave the resid ents o f Sui ton Plaza a
cha 11ce to recogni ze th eir dorm and
1hose people \v ho have made it
specia l.
' 'l:-l1e purpose o f tl1e ceremony was
to honor those people \vho did
a nyth i11g in Sutton," said .Jan_er
Dilli ard , \vho has been a recept1on1st

in Sutton for nine years. ''We had
candy sale s and bake sales
throughout the year in order to put
thi s event together."
Approximately 70 people attended
t'he banquet dinner during which
various people were given awards- for
appreciation and service. For his nine
years of service as head , counselor,
Rev . John C . Mendenhall received a
plaque from the Sutton Plaza staff.
. Entertainment for the banquet was
provided by several Sutton residents.
Michael Greene sang ''We are Family'' from the play ''Dreamgirls'', Antonio Parker played the saxophone
and Kanilis Sharp and Daniel Goodwin read poetry.
Throughout the banquet, students
were reminded of the history and importance of Sutton (>laza. Sutton was
officially opened in August of 1978

' usually made betbathrooms, garbage cans, stairwells
Bomb threats ~re
and elevators, Dawson said.
ween 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. \)ouglas Hall
''I wish people· would do their and the School of Business are hit the
school work and be confident in that most, according1to Dawson.
... he who cries wolf too m any times ' Sophomore Den ise Blackwood
may cause someone else harm,'' said said , '' Two days out of this week
R . D . Johnson, a security officer who there were boinb threats in the
patrols the main campus.
medical school ... someone is playing
When the buildings are evacuated, a practical joke or something's wrong·
classes are canceled and students go in the system ."
home, thus the educational process is
interrupted.
It is speculated that students are
Teacher Assistant Tom P opanz: behind the false alarms, but some
''It's reall y a bad situation. Classes have qu.estioned whether faciilty may
are being called o ff, while I have ex- also be involved when buildings such
a ms to give out, because one par- as the o ne the security office is
ticular person hasn 't st udied ."
located in, on 10th Street and Florida
''The bomb threats are gett ing on Avenue, N.W., a re threatened but
my nerves . .. Don't jeopardize contain litt le , if any, students.
everybody else because you're not
According to officials, Howard is
ready for exams,'' said junior Andrea sai~ to be reviewing the security
Waid. ''Everyone knows what's policy. ''Clearly the University is runcoming up at the end of the semester . ning a business, and you can't run a
You s hould
have
prepared business if it's contlnuously shut
yotirselves.''
down," Dawson said .

af·ter it was discovered that several
hundred freshmen had been admitted
into H oward without any hous ing
'
placements.
''We had approximately 1100
St\,Jd.e nts askiq; fo r housing and
abqut l.700 sp'a'ces already filled,"
sai d York Campbell , the Assistant to
the lD ean of Residence l..Jife. ''We had
to ijnd some way to ho use this group
o r find some way of saying there was
no 'r oom at the inn.''
Because of the housing sho rtage,
the university leased Sutton Plaza
from the owner and the dorm was
opened and occupied by more than
five-hundred freshmen.
'' In the final analysis the open ing
of Sutton Pl a~a meant five hundered
students per academic year would
have the opportunity to st udy at· this
university whereas without this dorm
they would not have had that opportunity," said Campbel l.

Daniel 0. Bernstine has been named as l;i oward 's new general counsel,
after appointment last month by
University preSi dent James E.
Cheeks.
Bernstine, wh·o had been acting
general counsel si nce Nov. 1987,
former ly held the position of assistant
vice p·resident fo r legal affairs si nce

1984.
He was professor of law at the
University of Wisconsin Law School
in Madison from 1978 to 1984, and
from 1975 to 1978 he was assistant
professor at Howard' s School of
Law.
A 1969 graduate of the Univers.ity
of California at Berkeley, Bernst1ne
al so holds a J .D . .degree from Nor-

thwestern SChool of Law and an
LL.M. degree from the University of
Wisconsin Law School.

The author of several law journal
a rticles, Bern sti ne has also written
three books, Federal Courts:

From 1972 co 1973 he was a staff

Legalines, Clear and Effective legal

atto rney with the Office of the
Solicitor at the U.S. Department of.
Labor, a nd from 1974 to 1975, he
was the W illiam H . H astie Teaching
Fellow at the University of Wisconsin Law School.
Bernstine's o ther accomplish ments
include: serving as a visiting professor
at the University of South Carolina
in 1978 and at the University of
Bridgeport in 1984, a faculty participant in the Inter-American, Comparative Law Institute at the University of Havana (Cuba) Law School in
1986, and a visiting scholar at Just usLiebig-Universitat Giessen in West
Germany, also in 1986.

•

Ubiq uit y- ornnipresence, or seeming to be everywhere at the same
time . Such. is the name chosen by a
group o f Ho\va rd s1udents about fifteen years ago \vhen they found
themselves looking for alternatives to
the Greek-letter organizations, studen1 committees, and : other traditio 11a l student groups common· on
n1 os1 universit y campuses.
Johari Sea le, a Howard graduate
who became in volved with Ubiquity
whil e he \Vas a student in 1974, said
that the organization was started by
a ''g roup o f brothers and sisters who
basically dug each other.'·'
According to Seale, Ubiquity serv, ed as a vehicle for those students who
had a broad perspecti ve and were
asking themselves questions like,
, ''Where do I fit in in the whole
scheme bf things?''
~
Through the years, the organization has evolved into a ''coedu cational political and social

fellowship with two primary goals: 1)
to improve relat ionships between
young black men and young black
women, and 2) to provide community service," according to organization
literature.
' ' Our perspective is that we are
supposed to be the servants of our
people," said Seale. ''Ubiquitarians''
have a common consciousness as well
as a common goal to improve ''the
condition of (black) peoplt!," he
added .
Under the leadership of president
Debbie Williams, the organization is
trying to regain it s posit ion as a
positive force on campus and in the
surrounding black community. The
group credits itself with being responsible for the ur'fiversity ' s first salu te
to black women claims several former
Howard University Student Association presidents, as well as many
outstand ing H oward graduates as
members.
Although in recent years the
orgoinizat ion has kept a relatively low
profile, efforts are bein~ made to at-

•

- - By·-Thomas
=-- Pierre
Hilltop Staff Repo rt er

Ho\vard's New Yorkers Cl ub Ltd.
broke tradition this year with its decision to donate fun ds fro m its year of
event s to an area school, rather than
host ics ann ual student body picnic.
O rganization members -- prompted by inspiring readings,' Iect\.i!es,
and local cultural awareness activi ies

-- recently donated $2,CXXl tv Ujamaa
Shute School, an African-oriented
school in No rthwest D .C.
According to · clu b President
Robert Batson rhe idea sprang from
his interest in a lecture given at the
school earlier this semester.
''[I was] moved b~ the positive
aspect pf the school 's · afro-centric,
edu~atibnal-1!'.iasld ·founq,a tidrt, ' ' ;;>ai<;l
Batson : ''I feel it is 'a n investment in

tract student s and recruit new
members.
According to Seale, Ubiquity is
trying to get permission to have a
membership drive next semester .
There is a pledging process for people see king membership. The trial
period, as it is called , lasts approximately , six to eight weeks and is
similar to that of the pledge period
of a traditional Greek-letter organization, although there is no harassment
or any dehumanizataion, according
to Seale.
1

A ritual is held as induction into
the trial period.
Seale, · who has both a bachelors
and masters degree from Howard
and now works at the university's
Sickle Cell Center, said he sees a crying o,ut of people o.n campus and in
the b~ac k community. He added he
feels strongly that Ubiquity will
welcome any earnest person who
wants to get involved in what the
organization is trying to accomplish.
Neither social status nor political
orientation matters.
•

Jazz ensemble members receive awards
By Onika L. Johnson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

.,

Kevin Levi and Jay A. Thompson,
both members of the H oward
University Jazz Ensemble (HUJE),
were recently honored with st udent
recording awards by Do wnbeat
magazine.
Levi received the award for
outstand in g perfo rmance in the J azz
Instrumental Soloist category and
Thompson received an award for
Best Blues/ Pop/ Rock Soloist.
The Do~vnbeat magazine Student
Recording Awards are national
awards honorin~ students from all
over the country. L-untestants musl
subm it pieces for eval uation in ten

catagories by a panel of approximately 20 musicians.
'' I was honored [to win]," said
Thompson, 21. ''It was a surprise
that the panel chose me, because they
had never heard me [play] before,"
he said, adding that this was his first
time
entering
a ·Downbeat
com petition .
A native of Sovern, Md ., Thompson is a junior majoring in jazz
studies. He is a guitarist for the jazz
ensemble's touring sextet, and has
been playing for 14 years.
Levi, 22, is also a jazz studies major , and will be graduating in
December. A member of the Howard
University Sextet, and an alto and
soprano saxophones player, Levi is
fro m Silver Springs, Md. and a first
time winner in the Downbeat

,.

Writing (consultant with various
authors), and Wisconsin and Federal
Civil Procedcure (wit h John
Conway).
He has served as a hearing officer
for the D .C. Public Employee Relations Board, as a consultant to th·e
American Institutes for Research in
the Behavioral Sciences Clear Writing
Program since 1980 , a nd as an adviser to the D.C. Public Service Commission sin ce 1979.
- Bernstine has been a member of
the National Conference of Bar Examiners Multi-Stale Dra fting Committee si nce 1985 and has served on
the Judicial Small Claims Committee
of the State of Wisconsin since 1976.

New Yorkers club cancels picnic, gives money to local school

Organization' of community servants returns
8}' Tanya Alexander
Hi lltop Staff Reporter

teachers

Cheek appoints new general counsel

Photo by F1111nsclno t:rowelle, Jr.
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competitions.
HUJE' s ffiusic director, Fred Irby,
Ill submitted the pieces for the compe;ition. ''[Thompson and Le"'.il. are
two of the most talented musicians
we have had to pass through here [the
College of Fine Arts' Music Department]," he said .
''We never really know if we are
going to win ... when we enter we, just
think we have a chance," said Irby .
''They [Levi and Thompson] were
very good and ' deserving of the
awards they received,'' said Belil L.L.
Freeman, a member of the jazz
ensemble.
Over the years, members of HUJE have won numerous awards from
Downbea.t magaf ine, which, according to Irby, is ''the Bible for jazz
musicians.' '

'

the future .. . 1he answt..r to o ur problems, as a people, can be solved by
addressing the root of the problem . "
A private school for Children in
kindergafden through eigh th grades,
Ujamaa Shule requires teachers and
students to dress in · African ,..'\._ttj.f~.
whioh, according lo Batson, culturally stimula~es chi!~ from a yoy.ng
age .

''

•
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MESSAGE TO GRADUATING SENIORS
FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF ALUMNI AFFAIRS
The Department of Alumni Affairs extends cong~atulations and
best wishes upon your graduation from Howard University. This
is an achievement of which you should justifiably be proud. Welcome to that select class known as Alumni!
·
We are pleased to offer you a one-·y ear complimentary membership in the HOW ARD UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. Your membership card and detailed information regarding
HUAA and the clubs and associations, will· be sent to you shor.tly.
As you enter your respective worlos, it would be wise for you ·
to remember that although you have earned the· right· to a comfor- .
table way of life, you have a MISSION · the same mission that · ·
tliis University undertook when it embraced you as a freshman.
Our mission is to educate and enhance the future of the traditionally
disadvantaged an.d disenfranchised peoples of America, and to a
great extent, the third world nations. Since you are now alumni,
the .legacy to ensure this continuing mission rests on our collectiv.e ..
shoulders. We, as a University, have strived to give you the best .
'that. we have to offer. It is entirely possible that some
areas
have
.
been less than perfect but it is w_ith your support that w~ can
perfect the system.
¥our acquired and creative skills wi~l be assets to the nati_q~a.l
and internatio·n al communities in wqjch you will reside. You ·r epresent a select group of individuals who have overcome great odds
- to ·a~hieve graduation from this great institution. B~ assured that
you now join a long line of distinguished. alumni who have impacted
significantly on the business, political, scientific, legal and religious
arenas.
We, at Howard, CHALLENGE you to go into the world community and demonstrate the skills that have ·contributed to you·r
success. You will be pleased to discover that you are competitive
with any graduate from any othe.r prestigioµs institution.
·
We CHALLENGE you to suppo(t your Alma Mater spiritually,
educationally and financially. It is only with your assistance that
we can continue to develop and produce individuals of your caliber
and capabilities, de.s pite the escalating odds.
. So that we may keep abreast of your progress, please inform us
of your current address and name changes, AND let .us neyer forget
that the generosity of others helped us to help YOU. Howard
University· now needs YOU. Help us to help others .
.

•

•

•

Sincerely, ~
•
•

Nesta H. Bernard
Director

I

'

•

)
'
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Laurels: an
Keeping with tradition, The Hilltop presents
its annual presentation of laurels and darts to
the people and occurences that deserve
recognition, .whether it be good or bad. ~o
then, for the positive things that took place this
year, here is a laurel. . , .
To the students of the Florida Club that raised money fl'r the family of deceased football
player, Wal\er Gaskins. It was the spirit of this·
organization that resulted in more than just
words of symathy for his survivors .
To William Fisher for finally getting the student credit union off the ground. After beating
tremendous odds and with tremendour
preserverance, Fisher finally made a dream into a reality.
To Roberta McCleod for putting the renovation plans for the cafeteria in motion.
Although some of the changes came late in the
year, it was better than never.
To WHMM-TV, Channel 32, for receiving so
many prestigious honors and awards and for
excellent programming throughout the year.
And to WHUR-FM 93.9 for improving its
. '
ratings.
To the Howard University Student Association (HUSA) for negotiating the withdraw! of
a supension notice by the administration for
those who did not have a zero account balance
by November 16 with effective communications with administrators and the threat of a
massive protest.
.Again to HUSA for passing the Self-Help
measure. You took the type of steps to assist
students with financial woes that past adminstrations only talked about.
To the 1987 Bison Football team for winning the MEAC title and for giving Howard
sports fans thrills in the · bleachers and
something to brag about (finally).
.To the Undergraduate Student Assembly for
sponsoring a wonderfully planned "Saltue to
Black Women" celebration. The entire
celebration was impressive.
President Cheek for his support when the
university filed its suit against the NCAA.
Cheek exhibited the leadership that many
thought he had lost.
.The residents of Lucy Diggs Slowe Hall for
initiating their own security patrol in the
•

dorm's lobby when University security proved to be inadequate.
, The many freshman students who participated
in different capacities with the Spring elections.
Let's just hope they continue to be as enthusiastic the remainder of their stay at
Howard.
The various organizatipns which saw fit to put
on a University-wide p)"oject in observance of
National Condom Week. In our era of casual
sex, a little prodding by our peers to protect
ourselves is welcomed advice.

And the darts go . . . .
To the administrators responsible for the
upkeep of the campus. Preparation for com-

arts

mencement began two weeks ago and the campus has not looked so groomed al\ year long.
And for cutting grass on the yard between 9
a.m. and 12 noon when classes were in session
- for final exams at that!
The Metropolitian Police Deparment for t~k
ing up to a month to apprehend a suspect in
the 'AIDS' rapist case when he attacked his
victims in a one block area and three vicitms
provided clear descriptions.
The adminstration for hiring Melvin Jones,
a product of the adminstration of D.C. Mayor
Marion Barry.
Anthony Diallo, the pompous executive editor
of the Department of Journalism's laboratory
newspaper for getting qoutes wrong in a story
he used a pseudonym for, which hailed the
paper as the region's best non-weekly. Shows
how great the staff was.
The general elections committee for letting
polls go unmanned and
monitored and
therefore having to have another election.
The students in the College of Liberal Arts
for not becoming actively involved with their
school's student council. Unfortunately, everi'
those who were involved
. re-elected
Maynard Clarke and Kimberly Churchwell for
new positions after scand;il followed those two
this year.
.Conceited Homecoming Chairman Joe Gibson for screwing up the University's week of
Homecoming activities and then leaving his
job incomplete by refusing to file a report.
The Office of Residence Life for spending
thousands of dollars on Residence Halls Week,
and pennies on dormitory repairs and
upgrades.
Tlie director of the University's library system
for failing to investigate graduating students'
claims that they were being unduly charged for
books they never checked out.
Our neighborhood liquor store owner/food •
service operatbr, Mr. Dea's, for his bad attitude with students everytime they went into·
his little shop for service. After.all, the food
isn't that great anyway!
The book store staff for providing inadequate
staffing during the beginning of the semester
rush - as always, and to the few students who
thought to change price tags on the books.
Thanks to you we all came out looking like
thieves.
Yearbook editor-in-chief Alan Ryan for taking a nonchalant attitude after leaving .deserving students out of the annual's listing of
students for Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges. After all
·he went through for recognition as such, you
would think he would have been more careful
in his dealings with the matter,
The stupid (and yes we realize that's a harsh
word) students who decided bomb threats were
t\!e best way to escape taking an exam.
' University officials for seeming to care more
about increasing graduate enrollment at the
University by building affordable housing,
when they can't adequately house its current
undergraduate enrollment.
The University's postal system which seems
to take twice the normal delivery time to get
students their belongings.
·

'

More than 20 protests have taken place nationwide this year because of campus racial
tensions. And aren't we supposed to be in the
80s?
It doesn't make sense that blacks and other
minorities are still not being accepted as equal
by whites. We all possess the same level of
ability when it comes to doing things, but some
still find reason to doubt us.
. In comes the traditional black institution of
higher learning.
Why is it that at a school like Penn State,
a 23-yar-old black nian does not realize that
his race of people are upset with the university for the way they deal with minority issues?
Is it that too many of us are interested in our
own pursuits and have left the rest of society
behind? Is it that that young man was just
caught up in his own little fantasy world and
snubbed reality in his day-to-day activities?
Whatever the reason, it is a crying shame.
Students should no longer have to subscribe
to the widespread belief that blacks have to be
better than whites in order to compete with
them as equals. Our dear friend at Penn State
needs to be one of the very first we remind of
this.

For far too long we have had to go out of
our way to please them because they had the
jobs to offer. With the right amount of gumption and fortitude, we should no longer have
to do that.
Let's start reaching back and pulling someone forward when we go, so people like Mr.
Penn State will realize that his degree may be
a little more prestigious-sounding because of
" the name of his university, but that's no reason

. '
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A study released early last year indicated
that more than 50 percent of the grduates of
historically black. schools have received
mas.ter's or doctoral degree, with nine percent
having entered graduate school although they
have not yet completed their degree
requirements.

The study also indicates that nearly 90 per~ent of the !!raduates of black _colleges are fully
integrated into the system, with 90 percent of
them having held professional positions in
medicine, teaching and law.
A Howard is just as good as a Harvard. It's
the student that has to make the difference.
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Letters to the editor

,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,.,...~~~~..,-~~:-,.,--'

Dividing the race
Shoilld be questioned liarmful, avoidable

~Gre~k . c~ndida~e.
Dear Editor,

Dea r Editor ,

The media has continually stated
that race is the issue of Jesse
Jackson's unelectability. It has been
rudimentarily incorporated in the
minds of Anfer~cans since 1984 that
Jesse Jackson's color would never
allow him a seat in the Oval office.
The man with the most influential
message is disappointed because of

I am writing in response to a
recently pllblished letter in which a
student expressed exasperation about
'' .. . business students putting communications students down .'' She
went on to conclude that, based upon
time devoted to educational pursuits
and ''know-how,'' communications
students have business students ''left
in their dust.''
.
That student's argument scratched
the surface of a larger societal dilemna for our people. It is not just for
commuications vs. business within

false beliefs of black inferiority.
· From where do the false beliefs
stem? Let's loqk at history.
History tells us that Ancient Africa
(Egypt) was the birth place of
kno.wledge. The framework of
hu1I,1an civilization has its origins in
Ancient Africa. Chancellor Williams'

The Destruction of Black Civilization

(1976) points out that African
civilization created a ''chiefless society'' where Democracy reached its
highest developmen·t. It should be
noted that Africans are not interested
in world dominance but equality for
all. The trepidation wit\_white SOuth
Africans falls under th1~emise -that is another point -- but it is a
shame the world-wide white viewpoint blindly misses the true essence
of humanity.

From the scholastic to the collegiate realm of teaching we are told
of the great Greeks. Today, I reflect
and feel deprived and cheated to have
had most of the literature and
humanities courses which heavily emphasized the world of Greeks. Let us
go to the Greek S.P.A., an acronym
for Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle,
and work out.
Knowledgeable educators of today
have strongly established that as the
legacy of human wisdom that, many
believed, is derived from the golden

age of Greek

p~ilosophy.

The

modified, shaped, forged, and
falsified Greek legaCy is actually the

stolen legacy of African thought.
_ Socrates taught Plato, Plato taught
Aristotle, and to add another conspirator let us mention Alexander ;
''Your'' Gieat who was tutored by
Aristotle. All three notable

to doubt the job that historically black schools philosophers misinterpreted and
are doing.

.

falsified history. Plato was the only

one to acknowledge Africa as the
source of Greek philosophical
<nought.
·
History tells us that Alexander and
Aristotle purposefully falsified
African roots to fabricate Greek
· authorship, eliminate historical
evidence of other thought, and cori-

qu_r 1 ~~de~~~~~Y must have a strong
character and poignant ideological
views. If race is ari issue with Jesse
Jackson, could it also be one with
Michael Dukakis?
Timothy Moore
,
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

the black community. it is ''upperclass'' vs. ''middle ~I~" vs.

' 'underclass." It is ''native 11 vs.
''foreign.'' It is ''iight'' vs. ••H.krk''
and it goes on and on.

Humans naturally strive for a feeling of self-worth. Unfortunately.
many of us have erroneously found
that the feeling is more easily acquired through disparaging others
than through seeking true knowledge
and love for ourselves. The effect of
suctr ''put-downs'' hey; been the

development of countless) subdivi-

sions within our race.
It is my opinion that a destiny of
untold despair lies in our future
unless it is realized soon that we are
all in this struggle together.
Jarrod W. Harmon
School of Business
,

'
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Naomi S. Travers
Answers for the critics
'

There is no other campus organization or outfit that requires so much
creative energy , collect ive effo rt and
pure devotion a s OL1r stud en t
newspaper, The Hilltop. Yet, there is
no other organization for which its
members or their effor ts receive so
much criticism .
"With 17 schools and colleges and
over 15,000 stud en ts, f ac ult y
members and employees (and a
small-sized news sta ff), covering the
news for H o ward Un iversity is truly
a task. And with so ma ny people,
diverse backgrounds and opinions, it
is even harder to pinpoint exactl y
what The Hilltop should con sist of.
This year, the staff tried to deliver
a journalistic produ ct that has no t
been publish ed for quile some ti me
on this campu s - a newspaper wit h
substance, style and perspective. In
the past, student s accept ed what was
put out. on Fridays, not taking news
coverage seri ously, turni ng directly to
the Hilltopics page. But this past
year, we have published a newsworthy paper with issues and topics that
were of legtimate interest to the vast
majority of Howardites - tuition increases , deferred payment, fin ancial
aid and things that affec t you and
me . This is the job of any professional news organizatio n: to delive r
the coverage that best serves as the
largest port ion of a readership as
possible and not attend to part icula r
interests.
Some people felt the paper should
operate as a public rel ations a rm for
student councils and leaders, greekletter or gani za tion s, a n d adminstrators. But th is is not the function the sta ff o f th is ne\vspaper had
determined fo r itself . As staled in our
staff box , the views of t hi s paper
belong to the staff membe rs, collcctivelv, unlesc;. other\vise noted. and

"

the direction of the paper is also
have commendable talents. The comdetermined by its members.
bined interships served by our staff
Many criticized The Hilltop's in- members probably equals experience
depth coverage of many events , that surpasses that of some of our
student leaders and the like. Some
journalism professors.
remarked th at we are not The
Another familiar complaint was
Washington Post or The New York
that the paper contained too many.
Times . Maybe not in content and not
technically, but it is reassuring to advertisements. Unlike many other
know that our staff members ap- student run organizations on this
campus, The Hilltop began this year
proached stories and o1her tasks with
just as much vigor, professionalism ·with a profit motive, like any profesand gumption as professinal jour- sional newspaper. Our only revenue
nalists. It's a compliment to think our (aside from our student activity
staff operated in emulation of grant) comes from advertising fees.
Each administration starts the year
establishments as fine as the Post and
off with $120,000 and that alone will
the Times.
The only two tangible possessions only cover the printing costs and supthat you are guaranteed in return for plies. We have salaries and other expaying your student activity fee is penses, such as service contracts for
your yearbook and your student computers and other office machines.
newspaper . We produce an item fill - So we must still raise revenues to
ed with news and information that simply funtion.
you can utilize. And what if the paper
But this year we turned profit. Our
did no t publish when it was schedul- staff will be turning over approxed to? The campus would be up in imately $15,000 back to the- adarms, pointing fingers and having a minstration this May, unlike past
field day. -But no one will know·about newspaper administrations, like the
the countless time s a student ope before· ours, that have actually
assembly meeting was cancelled due left the incoming administrators with
to poor attendence unless it is deficits.
reported by our newspaper.
Publishing The Hilltop has not
What goes into the paper is once
again a result of discretion exercised been a field day. Managing Editor
by staff members. We receive hun- Robert Frelpw and I spent many
dreds of letters and press releases a mornings missing class while we
wee k, not to mention the countless carefully took the paper through the
phone calls placed by those who think steps of publishing up until the
that a mere notification of an event presses rolled . We have been acof acheivement will assure its place- costed, insulted, bored, as well as
m ent in the paper. Decisions have to enlightened and educated. It indeed
be made about what exactly will be has been a11 experience, but overall I
covered.
•
hope that the newspaper has given as
We utilize news judgement and the much back as we staff members have
'process of evaluatio n, in which most gained . Good-bye Howard.
o f the staff either has been trained or
has some natural sense about . Those Nao1ni Travers is the editor·in-chief
on staff are truly experienced and . of The Hilltop.

'

Robert L. Frelow, Jr.
A year at The Hill·t op
•

My four years of undergraduate
study ha~e come to an end, but I'm
sure the memories are going to last
forever. 'I owe thanks to so many
people that there isn't enough room
in this newspaper to pay appropriate
respect .
In short, thanks to God, my
parents, family and friends for the
support - ·m oral, financial and
otherwise - you've given me . More
importantly, thanks to all of my
schoolteachers who decided to enter
the education field . They have played
an important role in the lives of so
many people .. . .
Hopefully all the people l 've come
across during my tenure as Managing Editor of The Hilltop have gained a sense of my commitment to the
field of journalism and a broader
scope of the sometimes complicated
life of a journalist. Never in my life
have I had to answer to so many people about so many different things.

My partner in crime, Alonza
Robertson - Managing Editor-elect
- is the little brother I gratCfully enjoyed molding. And the others fell into the apprOpriate slots, especcially
Tuanda Ward. But to Alonza I owe
the world, for making me think
before 1·acted - espeCially when my
actions may haVe influenced his. I
love you man; the family is now
yours ....
Thanks to everyone on the staff.
The job you've done did appear to be
a thankless one, but I just wanted you
to know that your efforts were appreciated. Don't ever feel the job you
are doing is going unnoticed, because
someone somewhere is' always watching you! lf you don't believe me, •
ask some of our harshest critics 1 Athletic Director William Moultrie,
At times, the job was just ~lain Howard University Student Associafrustrating. Too many sacrifices had tion President Fritz Jean and Vice
to be made. But I still and always will President Craig Bedford, HUSA
rejoice in my decision to work in a President-elect Garfield Swaby and
managerial capacity tor tne nation's Vice President-elect Robert Turner.
largest black collegiate newspaper.
They'll tell you not because they are
I have grown tremendously thanks against anything you're doing, but
to your responses to our coverage of because they do care. I know ....
different events. Not only have I
To my fellow graduates, everytime
learned to stand my ground, but I've you begin to think you're not going
also learned to take a second look at to make a contribution to the alumthings . Not only have I gained a · ni association or directly to the
greater appreciation for others and University, remember the most
what they do, but I've also learned fondest moment you ~an conjure up
to see through bull---- when it was about being at H,o ward. That
present . All because of The. Hilltop. memory is there because of the
The staff became my family in the unsClfish sacrafices made by others.
absence of the clan I left back in It's time we started repaying our
Houston. No one will ever know the debt. We have been paid for, so let's
relationship I' ve shared with my col- just make sure our predecessors are
league, Naomi Travers. Often times too.
And to Eric Wilson, here's to you.
it was difficult trying to figure out
ways to to motivate the rest of the Hopefully we've· got a long way to
.
sta ff a11d to get them as ''geeked'' go.
about the newspaper as we were. But Robert L. Frelow, Jr.. is Managing
something tells me we did it!
Editor of the Hilltop.
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Darren Price
Grads: contribute irt' ·two·:?~ways

•

•

Graduation is here. It's ti1ne for those
graduatin g to thi11k about ho\v
Howard University has cnricl1ed their
lives and to say good-bye to o ld
friend s, acq uai ntances, professors,
_the long A -bui ld ing lines, tl1e
bur ea uc r acy, and tl1e tti ition
•
•
increases.
' 'I fin ally 111ade it,'' you 1nay say
with pride. ' 'I ' m a graduate of
Howard University." Bt1t wait a second, there is o ne prereq ui site to
becoming a true Ho \va rd al umni.
You have to remem ber those individuals who are still sacrificing and
struggling lik e you d id.
Anyone wh o has graduated and is
about to graduate fro m this great institution has a responsibility to pledge
hi s support to it -- financial ly and
otherwise.
Whether you reali ze it or not, the
University has given yot1 a good
education -- one that you probab ly
would not have received at any other.
university . . A11d the valt1e of this
education will serve you lo ng after
graduation
Okay, maybe the fina ncial aid office lost your Pell Gran t application.
And don't think yo u're the o nly person that has to pay a Guaranteed St lldent Loan off becauSe you are sadly
mistaken . Sure, the lines \Vere lon g
'\during registration , but tl1is is true at
every major academic institut ion.
Ever yon e who a ttended th is
university probably has had some bad
experiences; ho wever, many o f then1

have gradu ated only to become success ful doctors, lawyers, engineers,
rec'hrding artists, journalist, accountant, government official or business
own ers. Why hold a grudge for
something so trite and minute as a
Tong resitrati on line or a paperwork
mix-up.
Wh at' s the big deal . You're mad
at Ho ward University . Think about
ho\v that sound s, ''Howard hasn't
given me anything but , bad experiences and I refuse to give them
anyt hing." And while you, the

graduates of the past and present
continue to think that way; some of
the students are experiencing some of
the things that you could help them
to avoid or get through a little easier.
While many of the Howard Alumni stick their chest out and hold their
heads high on this day, they are not
realizing Howard University's deficit
is increasing like the federal government's financial deficit - turning into an enormous debt. The university
needs more money, not from Uncle
Sam, but from you -- the old and the
young alumni .
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Don ' t think that money is all the
university needs. The students of
Howard need your knowledge and
expertise about every area in the job
market . Don 't feel shy to call the student governments about setting up.
speaking engagements.
And alumni, don't think that the
university doesn't appreciate your
support because it does. As students
who are in need, we should swallow
our pride or fear of asking a'lumni for
help . ••Just ask and yoJ shall
receive . " It is our job to meet them
half way. Underclassmen need to
socialize and correspond with those
who have made path's for us.
What it boils down to is creating
riew friendship s and keeping them
and fortifyingold ties.
As Howard continues its tradition
of graduating sOme of the finest individuals the world has known -Debbi Allen, Phyli.cia Rashad.
Angela Wimbush, Toni Morrison,
Thurgood Marshall and Andrew .
Young -- it is the job of everyone to
continue the finest institution the
world has known.
It is the duty of Howard alumni to
pass the torch so those behind can see
a brighter future. The struggle continues and the Mecca sets the path.
Make sure you help to keep the flame
burning.

Darren Price is a junior in the
School of Communications.

Jackson's platform includes
Dukaki s' victory in tf\e New York
primary made the Massachusetts challenges some fundamental
liberal the acknowledged front· assumptions within the political
runner for the presidential nomina- economy of American capitalism and
tion. He is now faced with three dif- U.S. foreign.policy. This partially exficult tasks.
plains the overwhelming rejection of
First, Dukakis must win the up- Jackson by many traditionally liberal
coming primaries over Jesse Jackson constituencies.
and give credibility to the notion that
'Hump~rey over Nixon, ,Carter •
his nomination is all but ''inevitable.'' Second, he cannot afford over Ford and Reagan, and Mondale
to
alienate
Jackson's
core over Reagan. Other than Black
constituen cy--nearly all Black elected officials inside the Democratic
Americans, most Hispanics, and Party who n1ay still retain illusions
millions of white liberal and working about the nature of the system, Black
class voters. If Dukakis is the voters form a bloc which exceeds ten
nominee, he will require massive million Yi general elections.
For over a generation, it has been
Black support to defeat Bush in the
general election. This is the reason the bulwark of anticorporatist posiDukakis distanced himself from tions in national· politics. and the
Gore' s clumsy attacks on Jackson chief supporter of a noninterventionist, progressive foreign policy
during the New York primary.
And third, Dukakis must select a abroad.
vice presidential candidate who will
Conversely, the Jewish electorate
help to create an electoral majority in has become more conservative on
November . Jackson's chief sup- foreign policy issues, and Jess liberat·
porters, including campaign chairper- in its defense of state intervention inson Willie Brown and director Gerry to the economy to create full employAustin, have already claimed that ment and social welfare. The bulk of
Jackson merits serious consideration Jewish voters are uppermiddle class,
as vice presidential choice. Jackson's and reflect more centralist positions;
victories over Dukakis in Vermont, Blacks as a group are predominantly
Delaware, and Michigan, plus his working people, and still reflect a
continued ability to carry substantial more consistently progressiv~ agenda.
numbers of white voters in other
states illustrates that the Black Manning Marable is the chairman
challenger could actuallay help the of the black studies department,
Ohio State 'Uriiversity.
party's ticket.

Richard Nixon
Soviets could become f orernost superpower
•

Chances a re good tl1at Mikhai l
Gorbachev will still be in po\ver in the
Soviet Union when today's college
students reach their fortieth bi rthdays. If his economic reforms succeed as Deng Xiao-peng 's have in
China, his influence could be pro'"ound enough to influence the course
of history into the twenty-second
'
century.
To most college studen ts , if
.d omestic politics are a fairly remote
phenomenon, foreign affairs are an
almost hopeless abstraction. Usually our campuses have paid attention
only when there was soO)ething to be
against. Awarene:ss has been equated
with opposition, as in Vietnam andd
South Africa. Otherwise students are
content to focus on their studies and
~their other preparations for the work ing world.

the creative power ot· our young people is consumed in the purely selfish
pursuit of financial gain and social
status. If the United States is to survi ve in the twenty-first century and
fulfill its destiny as what Lincoln called the last, best hope of the earth, it
will only be because the generation
now in college rose to the ch·aJlenge .
If Gorbachev's ''new thinking'' fs
successful, it will be because he
managed to refocus the energies of
the Soviet Union from expansion of
it s empire abroad tO reform its
economy at home . He knows that the
problems he face s will require at least
a generation to solve . . He needs a:
generation of peace---or to put it
more precisely, a generation without
w~r. .
While he pursues his goal, we
could do two things . We could sigh
with relief and turn to our own narrow interests and pleasures, taking
advantage of the reduction in inter·
national tPnc;.ions bv reducint our role

•

.1

on the world stage. This is the counsel
of the new negativists, who can be
fot1nd not only in our great univer·
sities but also in the news media, big
business, and politics.
The • plaiform of the 11e\v
negativists is the new isolationJsm.
Unlike the old isolationists of the
1950s, the new isolationists oppose
not only American involvement
abroad but also defense programs at
home. Obsessed with the twin fears
of another Vietnam and of nuclear
war, their knee-jerk response to a
crisis is to turn it oVer to the United
Nations---which in effect means to do
nothing.
If we go down that road, when
Gorbachev's new, stronger Soviet
Union stand astride the next century,
the old America will be no match for
it. Instead, we must anticipate the
challenge of Gorbachev's new thinking by building a new America--an
America newly confident of its
military and economic power and

also of its spiritual appeal .
If we have only twenty years before
a reinvigorated Soviet Union turns its
sights to renewed expansion, we have
no time to lose. We must think and
act boldly. We must restore the
credibility of the U.S. strategic deterrant and also bolster our conventional forces in key theaters. We
should help those who are fighting to
prevent a communist victory~ as in
Arigola, and those who are trying to
overturn a communist victory, as in
Afghanistan and Nicaragua.
Military power is only half the
equation. We must take advantage of
Moscow's flagging economic strength
by improving our own competitive
position around the world. We
should work to improve living conditions in the Third World to undercut the political appeal of communist
slogans. We should make it clear that
even if there were no communist
threat in the developing world we
would devote our efforts to reducing

its pervasive poverty, disease, and
injustice.
At the same time, we must reaffirm
our guiding values at home by finding
new ways to enable all our citizens to
share fully in America's success. We
must solve the problems of the urban
underclass, the homeless, and the
poor. We must rectify the inequalities
from which blacks and other
minorities suffer.
This agenda for America's political
leaders in the next twenty years cannot be fulfilled without the support
of America's leadership class-intraining those who are now getting
the best educations and who will
undertake careers in the upper
e~helons of. business, the media, and
government. Since Vietnam, the
leadership class has undermined the
Uni~ed States in foreign policy by
questioning its motives and its prin·
ciples. Its obsessive skepticism is om

•
reason the new negativists argue that
we have lost both the will to lead and
the faith in ourselves that \\'Ould
enable us to lead.
.
To restore that faith we must look
to our roots. Two centuries agO our
newly-bo!'"n nation caught the imagination of the world not because of
its wealth or power, for it was poor
and weak, but because of its ideas.

.

Wen~ to resto~

faith in our mc.J•.

in our destiny, and in ourselves. War
produces unity in a commo_n l?\lf'POIC

and stretches man to his ultimltte. We
should reach for the same unity in
peacetime. The total effort required
to fight a war m~t be mobilized. to
build a better peace. The next aeneration of" Anlerica's best-educated
young people is the indis1""'s1ble element in this Cffon.

'

I'
I

I

•
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Own Your Own Business

•

.
All you need is the desire and
determination to work hard at
'
developing it.
"
~

Undeci.d ed?
Choose Dental Hygiene

•

For a bright future
•in a growing
•
profession ~

No Initial Investment Required.
Free Training for those who
qualify.

• 2 year Program
at The College of
Dentistry

For appointment/interview call
JALO 894-8548

•

HOW ARD UNIVERSITY

• Earn a Bachelor's
degree in 2
additional years

Exler.dad Halls To
Flt Your Busy SChedule
Moroday-F-y
8.-00 AM-7:00 PM

.
High School Graduates
may he· eligible to apply
. for Financial Aid

We Feature
One-Day Service on Most Repair Work
Experienced, Hi-Tech Technicians
Discount Tuwing Service
Free Shuttle Service to Brook.land/CU Metro

,--

For Information,
write or call:

•

Sl'l\J:\(; C:CH'J'(J:\ SI'!( !\LS

: COOLING SYSTEM :
I
SPECIAL _ ·I

Department of Dental Hygiene
600 W Street. N.W.

Washington. D.C. 20059
(202 )326-5594

I • Replace Coolant
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1AnyNeededRepairWork 1

I
,.;1/1 1lii.• ruu1n1 .
f
I__ _ c~~~·~~ _ _ _J
342618th Street, N.E.
(Near Rhode Island Ave)

832-0800
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3 % OFF
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I • Get Ready for Summer!
I
ou1y•39os

I Ill' ll1111~1rtl l 11i1l• r,i1~ ( c1l ll ' ):l' 111"

I

FREE

25 Point
I
I • Inspect All Hooes and Belts
I
Vehicle Inspection
I
I • l're!<;ure·Test Cooling System I Includes Written Estimate I
I • Flush Cooling System
I
of Repair Needs
I

Haward University College of Dentistry
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Masterc.ard, VISA
and Choire Honored
'

-

•

•

LAUREL TOYOTA
SALUTES
,

'

)

Howard University's
Class of 1988 .

,

'

ATTENTION!!!

Corolla 4-Door Deluxe Sedan

•

MR2"

Special Graduation Sale!
;\:;:';.:;·: ....::-"'""...,...:_, ""''"'....... ,«......,••,......,,
All Graduates and Graduate Students '
•

'
'

NO Down Payment!
NO Co-Signer!
NO Credit History Needed!

•

,

•

Financing Available
Buying or Leasing Plans. Offered

Come prepared to take instant delivery . of
your new or used Toyota Car or Truck!

I

I.
I ,'

Transportation Provided to Laurel Toyota

_Call Marc McKinley for an
appointment immediately at:

'

Laurel: 725-4400
D.C.: 953-7360
Baltimore: (301) 792-7117

Corolla 2-Door SR5 Sport Coupe

•Shown .,;1ll 1hc lollowinf,(llMoo-1 ~I lull wMfll C_,.

,

Laurel Toyota, Route 198 Laurel, MD
•

•

Camry 4-Door Deluxe Sedan•.

I

I

•

I
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$5 M awarded for research Jndge celebrated 20 years Students initiated security
Howard University received $5

Freshmen welcomed

Supreme Court Associate Justice

For the first time ever, The Hilltop
published an orientation issue for incoming freshman. Inside were commentaries on the Howard experience,

million from the National Science
Foundation to establish a minority
research center for excellence .
Howard and Meharry Medical Col!ege in Nashville were the only two
schools awarded the money.

history, sports stories, features on
how to get around town and imper:
rt'ant news items such as the installation of new buttons on campus public

After of rash of killings and acts
LASC President Mljlynard Clarke
The School of Social Work of violence, the D.C. City Council remained in ' office after a 7-4 vote
celebrated its 50th anniversary with proposed legislation to implement a was taken in favor of his reiboval,
three days of festivities including 11 :30 p.m. curfew for people under but failed because, of a . lack of a
workshops and lectures.
the age of 18.
quorum.

the vandalism and abuse that
students and other telephone users
put them through.
,

which they were comfortable. The
committee,members felt the theme,
''Back to the Mecca,'' would possibly
offend Howard students of the
Islamic faith. Eventually, the committee decided to stick with the
theme, but later found itself facing
difficulties and criticism stemming
from issues unrelated to the theme.

LASC scandal unfolded
The Liberal Arts Student Council
president, Maynard Clarke, admitted
to overseeing the forgery of the council ls executive treasurer, Kimberely
Churchwell, on several completed
and processed financial documents
and otheFs that had not been utilized.
After an investigation, it was determined that Clarke used the
documents for council operations,
not for personal business or benefit.

. Payment plan revised
Univeristy officials announced that
the deferred payment plan for housing would be eliminated and that
housing fees must be paid in full during registration.
Officials were also considering
drastic reconstruction of the tuition
payment plan, allowing two installments, but student protest kept
the new plan from being implemented. According to Howard
University Student Association
figures, t~e rejected plan would have
effected 3,000 students. The new
housi ng payment plan alone, kept
students from returning for the
.;;oring semester.

Council proposed curfew Clarke stays

Social Work marked SOth

ed to help students in case of an
emergency, but they did not weather

of the Homecoming '87 Steering
Committe to develop a theme with

year on the high court. Marshall attended Howard University Law
School and is the only black ever to
sit on the Supreme Court.

,

telephones that dial a direct line to
security headquarters! ,
,,, The secul'.ity buttons were install-

Also reported in the freshman issue
·was a story concerning the inability

Thurgood Marshall marked his 20th

entered $4.4 M project
Pop perfomer announced HU
Howard University entered a five-

Pastor stirs convocation
LASC Treasurer Kimberley Churchwell1 Secretary Kim Richorcl-s and
President Maynard Clarke.

Stabbing shocked campus

proximately 4,000 students who live
in off-campus dormitories.

two Cooke Hall residents were
stabbed outside of their dormitor)
and the assailants escaped the scent:
of the crime. The suspects wert:
juveniles and for weeks facts remained uncovered.

Choir traveled to Poland

One of the largest crowds in the
120-year convocation history turned
out to hear the address given by Rev.
Gardner C. Taylot, pastor of Concord Baptist Church .i n Brooklyn,
N.Y. Taylor has been called ' 1the
dean of black ministers."

Approximately I 50 students listened attentively then sighed as promotional representatives of the
Homecoming Steering Committee
announced that Nona Hendrix would
be the headliner of this year's
Homecoming Pop Concert.

1

Reunion returned to D.C.
The second annual black family
reunion returned to Washington,
D.C., where oVer 200,000 participants turned out. The event is
sponsored by the National Council of
Negro Women.

Rapist used 'AIDS' needle
D.C. Police asked for assistance
from, the Howard University Office
of Security in their search for : a
middle-aged black man who allegedly raped a female student by threatening her with a syringe and needle he
claimed were contaminated with the
AIDS virus.

'Bad' sales sweltered
Epic records withheld sales figures
for Michael Jackson's latest album,
Bad, until two weeks after its release
in order to give the album time to
reach the number one sales position.

Cheek released from HUH
University President James E.
Cheek ·was released from Howard
University Hospital after a week-long
stay for treatment of heart aliments.
During his stay he conducted university business from his hospital bed.

Team .Jost key starters
For his 13th season, basketball
coach A.B. Williamson faced a rough
schedule and the reality of losing six
important veteran players haunted
the possibilities of a winning record.

'Self-help' voted in
Students went to the polls to vote
in favor of a measure that would add
$5 to the student activity fee. The $5
would go directly to an interestearning fund for emergency student

Jones new Vice President
Melvin Jones, former official from
the administration of D.C. Mayor
Marion Barry, replaced Caspa Harris as the new vice president of
business and fiscal affairs. Harris
retired from the position.

loans of up to $300.

•

Farrakhan visits HU
Minister Louis Farrakhan of the
Nation of Islam addressed 'a capacity crowd at Cramton Mlditorium
while his scheduled visits to campuses .
of white universities were Offen mft"'
with protest by Jewish student
organizations.
.._~·

·-

Students protest Bork
DClta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,
Alpha Chapter, sponsored a letter
writing campaign as . Part of the
public outcry against Supreme Court
nominee, Robert Bork.

New shuttle bus company
Gold Line Inc., was awarded a
two-year contract to transport ap-

'AIDS' rapist strikes again
Minister Louis Fanakhan during his visit to Cramton Auditorium. His
message to the students and faculty was for everyone to promote pride
within the black race.

November

D.C. man held for rape
A District

man was arrested aild
ch~rged wilh rape while armed in a
case involving the possible transmission of the AIDS virus td a Howard
University female student.
Donald J. Hatch, 39, was held
without bona .

Thomas crowned Miss HU
With tears flowing down her face,
Jennifer C. Thomas accepted her title as Miss Howard University at the
Miss Howard Homecoming Pagaent .
Thomas, a 21 year-old senior in the
Sc~ool of Communications, is a
native of Huntsville, Ala. and a
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc . ·

Inc. won first place honors at the Annual Homecoming Greek Show. The
AKAs stressed greek unity and the
Sigmas performed synchronized and
rhythmic movements.

Figures from the summer Ai6itron
ratings showed that WHUR Radio
topped four out of five age group
categories of listenen.

Mix-ups plagued pageant

V.P. 's roles revamped

WHUR topped ratin2s

University ' President James E.
Cheek made several changes in the
organization and staffing of the
university's central adminstration .
Changes included the establishnlent
of an executive vice president's posi- ·
tion, the abolishment of the positions
of vice president for adminstration
and vice president for legal affairs,
and a reorganization and reassignment of operations in those areas .

A ''human error'' in the taOulation
or scores led to confusion concerning
which young lady in the Miss
Howard pageant actually placed as
second ruuner-up.
Pageant host Robert Spencer
originally announced to the crowd
that Miss College of Liberal Arts
Wendy Ricketts, was the second
runner·up. However , at the close of
the ceremony, officials, realized their
mistake and announced that Balanga
Perry of the College of Fine Arts as
the rightful second runner-up.

Bison aimed for title
The Howard BiSon 'prepared for
the opportunity to .win its first

Suspension and strike die
Despite announcements to the contrary, students were not financially
suspended on Nov. 16 because of
deferred payment debts. Before the
change, HUSA President Fritz Jean
·and other student leaders had made
arranegments to stage a massive,
organized protest at the Mordecai
Wyatt JohnsOn Administration
Building.

MEAC championship with a 8-1

Snow fall blankets city

record and a blow out of the Morgan

State Bears, 62-0.

Snowball fights prevailed as
Howard students found that
Veteran's Day provided them with a
brief winter interlude. A surprise
snowfall blanketed the city in almost
one foot of snow.

ROTC top competition

Howard University's cafeteria
began to undergo a much needed
four yeii.r, $170,000 facelift which includes ·new carpet, wall covering,
food trays and food storage areas.

Drug overCloses claimed the lives of
146 D.C. residents, surpassing the
total number of drug deaths recorded for the entire calendar year of

1986.

Fifty-five percent of District voters
rejected a proposal, Initiative 28, that
would require a deposit on bottles
and cans.

Universal Studios released Gry
Freedom, a film about the late black
South African activist, Steve Biko,
and his relationship with white journalist Donald Woods .

Unity at 2reek show
Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa

Alpha Sorority, Inc., and Alpha
Chapter, Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity,

A six-part pilot airred on WHMMTV, Channel 32, called the Minority
Business Report . It was believd to be
the first minority business talk-show
targeted for a nation-wide audience.

Students and faculty members
were frustrated when required textbooks were not available in the
university bookstore. Officials said
they ordered books in low numbers
because of budget restraints.

$1.2 M in tuition awarded

Ticket sales chaotic
Cramton Auditorium was the
scene of chaos as students pushed and
shoved to get to the front of the line
in an effort to purchase Homecoming '87 tickets. Some students arrived as early 6:45 a.m. to stand in line.
Others waited in line for five hours.

Howard Univ.ersit )· spent $1.2
million last year on tuition for
employees and their children.
Employees can take1 up to two
courses each semester and their
children can go full-time for free.
Some students commented that the
policy is unfair while others believed
it's an important employee benefit .

Area schools form library

TLC purchased Beatrice

Leader's papers acquired Football team made top 20

..

The Lewis'Co., a black-owned investmeiit firin, purchased Beatrice
Foods fnternational Food Co., for a
staggering $985 million, surpassing
Johnson Publising Co. as the largest
black business.
•

A consortium of Washington area
universities, including Howard, confirmed plans to build a $21 million Jeffries' contract extended
Howard University decided to exlibrary facility, establishing one of
the largest collections of aca~emic ten·d the contract of Head Football
resources in the country, third to Coach Willie Jeffries, which was due: ·
to expire in Jan . 1988. Terms of the
Harvard and Yale Universities.
contract were not released.

The personal letters, notes, cables
and historical newspapers of former
Ohanian president Kwame Nkrumah
were acquired by Howard University's Moorland-Spingarn Research
Center.

-As the Howard Bison continued
their winning ways, they won many
laurels and one of the most outstan-·
ding was being voted 20th in the Division I-AA polls for the first time in
the university's history.
·

December

Allen takes 3rd at Apollo
Howard University student, Shawn
Allen placed third among 23 acts that
performed in the ''Super Top Dog''
amateur competition at the Apollo
Theatre in Harlem, N. Y.

Federal appellate Judge Anthony
Kennedy became the third nominee
for the vacant Supreme Court seat
admist little opposition.

Homeless protest Metro
'Cry Freedom' released

-Book s1ore cuts supply

Another female student was attacked near Howard's campus by a
man who claimed he possesed a needle contaminated with the AIDS
virus. This time, the victim escaped
unharmed. The suspect fled the scene
after crashing the victim's car.

'

Third nomination made
Bottle bill rejected

Business show debuted

The university's Army ROTC
Cadet Ranger Team ranked first •
among traditionally black colleges
and was ninth out of the total 2S Howard sues NCAA
schools who participated in the seAfter submitting a proposal to
cond annual Cadet Ranger Challenge enter into the National Collegiate
Competition held at Fort Meade,
Athletic Association's Division I-AA
Md.
football tournanent and having it
turned down, Howard University filed a $27 million anti-trust law suit
against the NCAA.

D.C dru2 deaths rise
Cafeteria renovated

.
More than 2,000 stud~nts representing universities and colleges from
around the nation began gathering
for the 2nd Annual National Black
Unity Conference on Howard's
campus.

Company breaks contracts
A storage company run by a
former Howard student, Kelvin
Grant, breached about 257 contracts
with students who stored their
belongings with his compnay over the
summer.
Students found their goods ,a bandoned in alleys and streets and Grant
was later sued.

year investment program witH four
other predominantly black medical
schools and Prudential Life Insurance Company to provide scholarships for minority medical school
students.

Unity Day attracted 2,000

The Howard Singers completed a
13-day tour of Poland where they
performed ·a nd completed an album
of spirituals that was released there
in December.

•
•

In response to personnel cutbacks
by Howard University Security and
in an effort to reduce theft, Slowe
Hall initiated its own in-house security program. Three students paid
$4.25 an hour b.elped to fortify
security procedures in the dorm.

Balwin, 63, dies

Mitch Synder, homeless rights ac·
tivist, went on a hunger strike protesting the erection of a fence arourid
the Farragut West subway station,
which was designed to keep the
homeless out.

I

World reknown author James
Balwin, died in his home in St. Paul
de Vence in the South of France of .
stomach cancer.

Washin2ton, 65, dies
Marsalis: ·resident artist

Prince's film debuted

Wynton Marsalis was the special
guest of the College of Fine Arts'
Artist-in-ReSidence program during
American Music Week.

Neon signs, urban decay and wret·
chedriess were the backdrop setting
for for Prince's new i;onert fllm, Sign

'

O' the Times. fllmed in
'

'

'

Eur9~.

-

•

· Harold Washington, the first black
mayor of the city of Chicago, died of

a heart attack at his desk in his city

hall office. Mourners across the
country praised his work and civil

nghu accomplishments.

- ·-
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Who's What?
The University's nomination of
62 students to Who's Who Among
American College and Universit.y

Students was extended to 63 after
allegations of personal vindictiveness of a Unive rsity ad n1inistrator blocked the appearance
11f Bison yea rbook editor Alan
Kyan's name from that prestigious
!i ~ [ .

Soccer team wins

The Howard Hooters won the
prestigous and competitive William
~i nd Mary Mid-Atlantic Top Ten indoor soccer tournament because of
a last minute withdrawal by the
U;; ;versity of Virginia .

Food prices 20 up

The Howard llospital raised

riric•.s for cafeteria meals which
.:.1u~ed
much frustration to
t111dergrad uate students who used
, he facility as a cheap alternative to
meals served in the Black6utn
!.~e nter.

Rapist indicted
A D.C . Su perio r Court granc!
jury indicted a man who police said
assaulted three wo men in the
Howa rd area after telling them he
l1ad Acquired Immune Defiency
Syn drome .

Research money awarded
The University's Large Space Instit ut e received a $ 1.3 million
research grant in conjunction \Vith
the National Aeronautics Space
Ad n1i n ist ration.

School Daze debuts
Spike Lee' s controversial comeay
\vith music about college life during homecoming week at a fictitious
b la ck col lege--w hi ch included
'1emes which dealt with fraternity
1,azing and inter-racial confli cts-- ,
\•.as finally released. Students callt:d it an a~curate portrayal of black
~ t)llege !ifestyles.

.Swimmers win big
The Howard Sh~rks captured the
1988 Tri-State Swimming and Diving Championships in Bryn Mawr,
Penn., after a lack-luster sea..,on.
The victory marked the team's n1ost
significarit contribution of the )'t•ar .

UMass blacks protest
Bla.:k students at the University
of' Ma s<;achusettes at Amherst staged a six-day protest which was
-sparked by incidents involving two
black studep.ts who were allegedly
be~11 ::n by five white students, and
sev en blacks who were selected for
a line-up by white campus police
officers.
The annual Communications Conference shrunk in size as the School
Of Communications put on a transitional meeting . The conference, which
is usually held in February.was officially changed to. October to provide students with a better opportuni,y to acquire jobs and internships
which are normally filled by the early Spring.

A committee of medical students
and representcitives of the student
health service division sponsored a
campu s-wide effort in recognition
of National Condom Week . Condoms were di stributed free of
charge to all takers during one day's
activities.

Shurla nd G~orge, a third year
Pha1 n1acy student was burned
\Vl1en ether fumes ignited during an
o rganic lab session i11 the Chemistr)·
builcli11g.

Record candidates
pC'tilioned the Univers ity for
rCcognition as slares in the Howard
University Student A ss ociation
elections for the following school
1cr1n.

The U11 ive rsity formed a task
for t: 10 prepare fo r re-accreditaton
by 1!1c Mid dle States Association of
("o!lcgcs and Sc hools. The selfstl1d~1 \Vas set to pro vide a com11rcl1c11sivc look at the University
a11d its co urse offeri ngs.

April
April's fools!
S111dcnts and facu lty alike fell prey
lt) the H illtop's April' s Fool edition
iri \\ l1ich stories abou t the University
ha\ ir1g to SL1spe11d operation because
ot' 111011cy sl1or1age and a libel suit
ag<1i11s1 1!1e can1pus publication
l1~~1(!li 11cd.

Seige re-enacted
J\ symbolic seizure of the Mordecai
1

V\ ~· a1

1 Jo 1111son Adm i nist rat ior1
Bt1i!di ng sponsored by HUSA took
pl;:ice to 111ark the 20th anniversary ot"
tl1at ac1ivi1y from 1968, and also the
d('<l!h of the Rev. Dr . Martin Luth (.!r
Ki11g, Sr. More than 2,000 student s
toot.. place in 1he activities, as well as
H O\\'ard alumnus fro m that year.

Security promotions
Ten security officers received promotions marking the first time in
four years that the department has
seen modification.

DC Residents

Seven pied.gees of Delta Sigma
Theta Sc. ority, Inc. , Alpha Chapter,
were injured in an early-morning accident after the driver of their vehicle fell asleep in Northwest D . C.
Two were admitted to the
Washington Hospital in serious condition while the others were treated
and released that same day .

Advertisement billboards promoting Tops cigarette/ tobcicco rolling pape~ were targets of protests by
District community residents and
social groups.

Center loses 2rant

RA's get benefits

Dormitory resident and graduate
assistants received upgraded benefits
of a $750 stipend and free housing
after bringing their plea to the Board
of trustees and the Office of
Residence Life .

·

Officials.of the aniversity's Sickle
Cell Center faced the prospect of no
monies for operation afJer losing
their $1 million federal !'rant. Services were subsequently cutback as
the center suffered from across-theboard federal cutbacks.

Oliver North indicted

I

Soccer team wins
--The Howard Boaters won the
prestigous and competitive William
and Mary Mid-Atlantic Top Ten indoor soccer tournament because of a
last minute withdrawal by the University of Virginia.

Former National Security Council
aide Lt . Colonel Oliver North and
three others were indicted by a
federal grand jury on the c~ntral
charge of ''conspiracy to defraud the
United States,'' after the infamous
''Iran-gate'' affair.

Lady Bison victorious

Football player dies

The Lady Bison won their fourth
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
championship since 1982 after
defeating the Lady Wildcats of North
Carolina A&T University 83-57. The
men lost 67-62 in the semi-final round
to the Aggies ..

Bison football team member
Walter Gaskin died after sustaining
injuries in a Spring Bre,'lk car accident in which team members Ronnie
Epps and Darryon Robinson were
also injured.

ads

•

Deaf president demanded
More than 5,000 people took part
in several protests calling for the
resignation of Gallaudet University's
hearing Board of Trustees presiPent
after their cries for a deaf president
wenl unheard . Deaf people worldwide were up in arms and c<ime to the
District to take part in the protests.

Swaby / Turner wins
Garfield Swaby and Robert Turner
won a close vote over David Porter
and Anthony Joseph in the HUSA
president / vice president elections.
Sharnn Shepheard won the graduate
trustee position, while Daniel Goodwin won the undergraduate position
over David Odoin.
...

Cafeteria 1>rices fell

A reduction 1n prices for a .l a carte
cafeteria meals went into effect after
HUSA's Student Concerns and
Grievances committee chairman
Kieve Graham brought forth complaints from students about the existing high prices.

'

Self-Help approved
The Board o( Trustees approved
HUSA's Self-Help program for initiation 'effective Fall 1989.

Twenty-year-old Debi Thomas
was touted as One of the top competitors in the 1988 Winter Olympics, but finished with a bronze
medal after suffering a heartbreaking fall in the early minutes of
lier final routine. Thoma s ,
l1owever, was cited by many Olympic critics as having the toughest
routine of all the other fi nal round
participants.

Black qu11rterback

Accreditation

March

~rotest

Delta pledgees hurt

Black ice skater

A record number of candidates

\Vash ingtqrl Red skins Quarterback Doug \Villiams led his team to
c.1 St1per Bo'\'I XX II victory, as well
<I'- cap1ured tl1e Most Valuable
l)la)cr
ho11ors.
William s
represented the first time a black
quarterback startecJ in the national
cha r111)io nsl1ip gam·!.

•

Conference shrinks

Sex awareness
Student on fire

•

Spike Lee and Giancarlo Espisito in
a scene from School Daze.

No more pledgin2

The University celebrated its
12lst year with Howard graduate
and Cosby Show mom, Phylicia
Rashad, as the host of the 64th Annual Charter Day Dinner . D .C.
Delegate Walter Fauntroy delivered
the Charter Day speech .

The national officers oT Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, Inc., a nnounced
a unanimous vote to end the pledging process of all the organization's·
300 undergraduate chapters.
Calling it a . violation of the
fra1e:-nity's constitution, the offic ials said the organization could
no longer afford to operate with
m·illions of dollars in lawsuits pending because of unscrupulous activities in the pledge program by
frater ni ty members.

Tuition raises again

HUH gets grant

121st birthday

The Board of Trustees app1 . .:d
increases in tuition , fees and room
rates for all stude11ts beginning with
the Fall 1988 semester. The move was
met by harsh criticism from st udent
government officia ls who claimed
students had a hard enough time payi_ng the current fees.

An Ill1nois-based research .firm
presented the Howard Universit y
Hospital with $ 100,000 in drug
prescription certificates to aid the
poor.

Homecoming exet:s picked
HUSA Vice President C raig Bedford was Ch·o sen as chairman of the
1988 Homecoming Steering Committee. General A ssembly Elections
Committee Chairm an Gerald Smith,
was c ho se n a s trea s urer ,for
Homecom ing . Bedford later chose
for mer chai rman candidate Donald
Walker for the vice chairman's
position.

.

-· -

-

An excited Lady Biso~ Ba~ketball Team after capturing the MEAC Championship Title.

Woodard wins in nationals
Senior Florence Woodard became
the first woman and first black to win
the American Fofensics Association
National Individhal Events Tourna ment . A member of the Martin
Luther King, Jr ., Forensics Society,
Woodard's dramatic interpretation
of George Wolfe' s Colored Museum
broke an 11-year tradition of victory ,
for George Mason University's
Forensics Team .

Go-Go goes bi2
Go-Go music hit tl1e airwaves by
storm and for the first time in its
history, reached the top of music
charts. The first Go-Go single to so
was a hit by D.C.-area band tu.
Their -hit , ''Da Butt," was featured
in Spike Lee' s School Daze.

Jackson has more hits

Arizona governor ousted
Arizona Gov. Evan Mecham was
convicted and impeached by the
slate's senate after being found guilty of misusing $80,000 of a government protocol fund. Mecham was the
first U.S. govenor removed from office in more than 59 years.

•

, Michael Jack son's Bad album
stayed in the Billboard Top 100 for
'2?, consecutive weeks, m aking him
the first artist to have four hits top
hit s from the same album .

Florence Woodward

Baseball team flounders
The baseball team began their
season with a 10-0 start but quickly
sank by dropping 11 of the next 13
games. Although talent was high on
the team, their opponents seemed to
have gotten the best of them as team
members complained of inadequate
facilities and equipment .

AKAs investi2ated

- Miss Howard Jennifer Thomas congratulates her counterpart, the
•

newly c.hosen Mr. Howard, junior Thomas Pierre.
•

Pierre new Mr. Howard

Junior Thomas Pierre was chosen ·
by a committee to share the th-r one
as the male counterpart to ~is s
Howard University. Pierre was
selected as the best representative of
the Howard male from a field of
three finalists, which included divinity student Lloyd Royal and fourth·
year student Gino Carr.

Omegas sponsored run
In an effort to raise funds for the
presidential campaign of ~ heir fraternit)· brother, the Rev . Jesse Jackson,
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.,
Alpha Chapter, sponsored a '' Run
Jesse Run'' Jog-a-Thon . More than ·
$2,000 was raised and presented to
the campaign by the chapter.

fashions featured International debate '
. Spring
Senior Arthur (A. B.) Walker

Another HowarO. social Greekletter organization came under fire as
charges of misbehavior were laU.nched against AlpQa Chapter, Alpha
Kappa Sorority, Inc., to the group's
regional office. The sorority was also
stunned by a front page colum11 in
the Washington Afro-American by a
pledgee who wrote of the mistreat··
ment her and six other girls received
because they were added by the national chapter to a line chosen by the
campus chapter.

made his presence felt as
choreographer of the Undergraduate
Student Assembly's Spring Fashion
Show. Walker worked with Tim Byrd
to produce one of the ye'ar's best
fashion shows, as UGSA extended
their aitnual Spring Arts-Festival to
include a full w.eek of activities, including a performance by A Different
World co-star Dawnn Lewis.

I Howard got a sample of i'nterna-

tional talent and competition when
the University's debate team exchanged wits with debators from
Japan.
•
The Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Forensics Society hoste.d an exhibition as part of their continuing effort
to attract more international teams to
the Univcrsitv.

LASC scandals continue
LASC president-elect .Augustus
Johnson was disqualified after allegations of election improprieties were
launched by his Closest opponenct,
Kelvin Jones .
'

•

'

Contra aid approvi:d

s:

Students held clenched fist high In the show of support of a spea•er's

take-over

message.

The U.
Senate voted 87 to 7 in
favor of a $47 .9 million non-military
aid package to the Nicaraguan Contra rebels . The plan called for $17. 7
million in humanitarian assistance to
the Contras during a 60-day cease
fire.

•

- BevM:IY Ja..... awuits her tum-. to d1bale
- ~
- Aklna Thya
·'

•
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$13,495*
_$400

'

GRADUATION
CASH BACK

•

The Luxurious ...
CHRYSLER
LE BARON convertible

•

•

.,

•

5

•

You Pay ...

5

7995'

GRADUATION
CASHBACK

•

5995'

'400

Gl.\DIJATIOH

CASH BAOC:

'400

•

$ssss·

s7595·

•

The Sporty

•

l

The Economical

•

PLYMOUTH COLT

PLYMOUTH SUNDANCE

Qualify built by Mitsubishi Moton Corp.
•

.

•

.-.,._' '

' •.

I

(

'

••

•

Chrysler-Plymouth helps College. Graduates buy a new car,.
.with ·an Additional $400 CASH
BACK!
•
,.
•

•

•

'

..

..

,.

Your local Chrysler-PiYmouth deaier knoWs how expensive college was, or is,
if you're still paying for it. Co~s ore expensive One/ credit's r:iot easy to get.
We want to help .
That's why Ghrysler.-Plymouth is. ..giving recent graduates, 1988 graduates
and graduate stude'nts $400 Cas'h · bOCk .on new Chrysler, Plymouth and
import cars.*'* Keep th.e cash o.r a;pply it to ·your down payment. Thi.s offer is
good in addition to any other incentive we- may offer on the car you choose.
It's our little graduation g!ft tp y,ou. ..
.

•

•

•

.

If you have any questions about th'is offer, eligibility requirements or about
financing your new car, call toll-free 1-800-826-3163. Or stop by a
participating Chrysler-Plymouth dealership. We' ll also be happy to explain
our 7 / 70 Protection plan,++ the· best power ~ t;ain and rust-through
w.arranty in the business.
• • ,. •d>etton·

_..""'Y ........ s.- .............. ..,.,. u...... - . - . -.
do>10.,,;ooo c!Hwll'"' ••t<a. ••foe"""°'~- ~- ·

+ +S.. -

· - bo<O . lillo. """' -

'

•

•

+-..--

•
•..... ,,;....,_......... - . ...... -

•

Your Chrysler-Plymouth Dealer Is Gonna Open Your Eyes!
ALEXANDRIA

HYATTSVILLE

UPPER MARLBORO

HERITAGE CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH

BOB BANNING CHRYSLER-PLYMOlJTH

COUNTY CHRYSLER-Pl YMOUTH

1800 Old Richmond Highway

329-1300

779-7400

5720 Baltimore Ave.

ALEXANDRIA

LAUREL

JKJ CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH

FRED FREDERICK CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH

5990 Duke St .

751-4000

43 Washington Blvd.

5301 Crain Highway, Box 39

127-4MO

KOONS CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH

776-7373

2000 Chain Bridge Road

ARLINGTON

MANASSAS

WALDORF

AL'S MOTORS

MANASSAS CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH

STOHLMAN CHRYSLER-PlYMOUTH

3910 Wilson Blvd .

·522·4100

311.5300

8914 Reb Yank Drive

FAIRFAX

MARLOW HEIGHTS

FAIRFAX CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH

DAR CARS CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH

10620 Lee Highway

385·0500

5060 Auth Way

FALLS CHURCH

NEW CARROLLTON

FALLS CHURCH CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH

KTK CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH

237-4100

6319 AMington Blvd .

7710 Annapolis Road

GAITHERSBURG

ROCK VIL~

L.AKEFOREST CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH

MARYLAND MOTORS

903 N. Frederick Ave.

170-4150

1450 Rockville Pike

'

.

1 Business Park Drive
•

I

WASHINGTON, DC
ANACOSTIA CHRYSLER-Pl YMOUTH

423·5111

1709GoodHope Road, S .E.

WHEATON
GLENMONT CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTtt

•

12501 Georgia Ave.

WOODBRIDGE

I

1111200

--

•

... 1111
•

WOODBRIDGE CHRYSLER·PLYMoUTH

770.3800

14777 Jefferson Davis Highway

'

•
•

I

t

'
'

•

•
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Speakers
Continued from page 2
director of Howard's public relations
department.
Once a list of possible . honoree' s
are obtained, it goes to a trustee
board, a subcommittee \vhich handles
nominations and degrees, and final ly to the full board, which has final
approval of 1hese reco mmended.
Receiving an .honorary degree with
Mo rgan will be Di ck Gregory, who
gained fame as a comedian in the early '60s and went on to become a
hu1nan rights ac1ivist, author, lecturer and self-taught authority o n
nutrition ;._William A . Banner, pro~essor emeritus in Philosophy at
Howard and staff member for 40
}'ears before his re1irement in 1985.

Retention
Continued from page 1

Henrietta Duncan, associate director of career planning and placement ,
sai d ''Students that come and uti lize
o ur services, job analysis, interviewing techniques and on campus
recruitment program s, are usually
pretty sucaessfull, '' i11 getting their
first job.
Duntan also cited different majors
as differing factors of marketabil ity.
1
'Engineering (and other practical application) majors are easily placed.
There has also been an increase in demand for non-technical (liberal arts)
st•idents," she said.

H ammond
Continued from page 2

!tO\\'ards] my classmates and my professors," she said. ''In the classroom
I feel like 011e of them. There's not
a question in the classroom ... I' m
just like every other studen t there,''
she said·.
Most receently, Mrs. Hammond
has .been receivi11g numerous a\\'ards
for her \vork in lhe comm unity and
her determination as a st udent. Last
year, she received !he Florence Leicher Jame<; A\vard for community .
.ser\.ice fron1 A\pl1a Chapter, Delta
Sigma Theta Soro rity, Inc. !1ere in
Washington.
Hammond \vas presented \vith
resolutions fro111 the: City Councjl of
the Distric{ of Columbia and sl1e also
received a special a\vard for com1i1unit~· serv ice fro1n the U.S. Ju stice
Department Drug Enforcement
Administration.
Han1n1ond \\'as given an honorary
a\vard last year from Ho\\'ard·s
School of Mu sic and she '''as
11011~i11ated to be inducted into tl1e
D.C. Wome11 's Hall of Fame for
con1munity service.

·Racism
ContinuQd from page 3

j
•

!

Date rape often unreported

The Rev. Dearine Edwin King Sr.,
a retired minister and graduate of
Howard Sc11ool of Divinity, will also
receive an honorary degree, along
with Gilbert Lindsay, the first black
By Diana Carter
member of the Los Angeles City '
Hilltop Staff Reporter
Co uncil and recipient of the Adam
Clayton Powell award; and Frederick The day had not been Zenia's best.
Gillam Minnis Sr., a St. Petersburg She had just received a fai ling grade
Florida attorn,ey who received his law for her class presenta_tion despite the
degree from Howard in 1950.
class' enthusiasm over her project. A
Past recipients of honorary degrees classmate Roger (not his real name)
have included entertainers Cicely had asked her over to his apartment
Tyson and Sammy Davis Jr ., jour- in order to cheer her up.
nalist Ted Koppel, Vice President
Zenia, who felt she needed to have
George Bush, and publisher John her spirits uplifted, said yes . She
Johnso n.
thought it would be a harmless date .
Dr. Constance Rotan , secretary of
''When we got to his apartment,
the University and director of the we played cards and drank wine. Uncommencement ,lctivities, declined to fortunately, we were playing a game
comment oil why Morgan was singl- in which the loser had to take a drink
ed out to give the commencement of wine,' ' she said. ''I started to lose
a lot and got drunk ."
address.
In the next few minutes, Zenia
would have to face reality. ''He was
''Granted, it takes longer for some sitting on the other side of the room
tl1ar1 others (because) it it depends on and said ' I can't take it anymore' and
ho\v much \vork experien ce and then he grabbed me ... ! tried to ·get
preparation (one has)," said Duncan. him out of the mood, so I went into
Corporatio ns notice un iversity the bathroom."
''When I came out of the
retention rates and take hard looks at
recen t graduates before offering bathroom, he picked me up and caremployment, according 10 a ried me to the bed where he took my
spo kesman at International Business clothes off and forced himself on
me ... he raped me.
Machines (IBM) .
She co ntinued , ' 'He tried to
Eddie
Pett\\'ay,
corporate
representative for IBM , said that smooth things over by asking me if
I BM looks at a va ri ety of factors I wanted anything to eat. I told him
before offering a recent graduate an 'no' ... all I wanted to do was go
hom e.''
e11 try level position.
•
''About 95 percent of ne\v hiring
is done on the entry. level. We look
at academ ic achievement, \VOrk experience, communication skills, flex ibility in relocating and the extent of
being career oriented,'' he said. '' \Ve
do11't hire for jobs, \Ve hire for
careers.''
•

Han1m,ond said she does all of her
comm u11ity work because of· her
''Jove for people and her desi re to
uplift them.'' She said she l1as always
\\'Orked to help young girls gain more
self-esteem and that she is concerned with issues of homelessness and
the breaking up of the black family.
''Everybody has to \vork together
... to rea lize that if \ve don ' ! have
family unity, then we \VOt1' t have a
future," she said
She attributes her youth-like health
and success 10 an ongoing attitude of
optimis1n and her stro ng faith in

For Zenia the reality of the rape
did not end on that one occassion.
She had to face Roger again in the
class.
'' It became a chore to go to that
class. It was the thought of seeing
him again,'' she said.
Although the night was one that
Zenia wanted to fo rget, she did not
• ••
report the rape to ,the police nor did
she call a crisis center.
'' l did not report it because I am
not interested in taking vengence,
Roger is the one living with the guilt
of what he did to me ... Everytime I
see him, he tells me that he is sorry
for what he did to me."
Although Zenia did not press
charges agianst Roger for what occurred that night, she became a part
of the growing number of women
who are raped on dates or are victims
of date rape.
A look behirid
Date rape is sexual assault which
closed doors
occurs while on a date and often the
attacker is known by the victim. According to Clotilde Puertolas, a staff
Last in a series
member at the D.C. Rape Crisis
Puertolas, who said that date rape
Center, there is a difference between
is on the rise , admitted that many of
acquaintance rape and date rape .
' ' Acquaintance rape is anybody the ~ases go unreported because the
the victim has contact with in the past victim does not want to go through
and is someone usually known like a the problems of reporting a rape.
'' About 90 percent of the cases go
neighbor or friend .... date rape is rape
unreported because the vict im
that occurs while on a date," Puerto las sai d.
already knows the attacker and does

Co-ed
sexuality:

not want to go through the hassle of
repo rting .••
Puertolas, also said that the Rape
Crisis Center offers a 24-hour
hotlinefor victims and a companion
program, to escort victims to the
emergency room . She said that they
also offer one-on-one counseling and
referral services for victims .
According to Austin Lane, dean of
Student A ffairs, H o ward University
has had no reported cases of date
rape but they have had a few complai nts of assaults. To date two cases
have been reported.
.
__ _
Lawrence BroWn, Associate Director of H oward University security,
saidlthere were no available statistics
on date rape, but there were two cases
of sexual assault .
'' In the past two years there have
been nine cases of assault but this
year there were o nl y two repo rted
cases, both originated on ·Euclid
street," Brown said .
Dawson said there have been two
seminars on rape prevention. He also
said he would like to attribute the
decline of a ssau lts to student
awareness about prevention.

The names used in the story have been
changed to protect the innocent.

Packing up
Orlando on'd Shirley Cummings
load their daugt her' s belongings
in their car for the trip home
Wednesday.

.--

•

God.
''It hasn't al\\'ays been ·eirsy, but I

\vas 11ever one to look down. I al\vays
kept a happy spi rit ," she said. ''My
•'.daily bread' is to the cultural arts
and to music .
''Tl1is is the \vay <(hat I offer my
tl1a11ks to God," she said.
After she graduates, Mrs. Hammond said she plans to k'!ep doing
the ''same thing that [she's] been doing for 1he last 77 years: ''teaching
anc.I creati ng nlusic."
Hamond advises her fello\v
sttldents to st rive for kno,vledge just
as she !1as and to always love things
\v l1icl1 are ''uplifting and high.''
'' Life is a school. You never finish.
Thert is a,Jways something to learn
abou~ people and the universe," she
said.

,
University at the school's Founders
Day ceremony .
*111 Durham, N.C., black students
staged a protest at Duke University,
sayi11g there \vere not enough black
faculty 1nembers.
*About JOO students at the Uoive rsity of Kentl1cky marched to City Hall
i11 Lexington, Ky. to protest a racia l
epit t1et (nigger) by a 1nerrlber of the
Board of Trus1ees, \vho is also the
forn1cr gover11or of the state.
*Black stude nts at Georgia
South,vestern College united to seek
the dismissal of a professor \vho
al legedly cal led a student a ''black
bitcl1. ''
*And at tl1e U11iversity of Califor ni a
in Los.Angeles, black students rallied
agai11st captions in the campus
llC\\'Spaper that described a photo of
a black concert crowd as ''a mob ot
savage beasts.''

nasty things about me, and made fun
of me, I " 'ould be disgusted and upset
\\•ith the \\'hite stuclents too," Fox
said . .
''This is by far tl1e most racist,
homophobk, and sexist university I
have ever bCen to," said Fox, a\vhite
stude11t n1ajoring i11 marketing from
Abi11gton, Pen11. who has previously attended three other schools.
Police arrested 91 of the Penn
State protesters at the order of
univerit y Pres ident Bryce Jordan.
After much media coverage of the incident, Jordan agreed to meet '''ith
<>tudents. The meeting prompted the
administration to pledge to increase
··Today \ve're dealing \Vith a \vholt:
then.umber of minority students and
generation of young people to \vl1om
faculty at the school.
Last year, Pen!"\ State failed to the entire civi l rights movement is
reach a court-or d er~d S percent black history," sa id Melendez.
'' Th ey have no notion of mi11ority
enroll ment goal. Of 67 ,000 stu dent s
at the school, 2,424 are black. Of that 'groups, \vho they are, what co ndi number, 57 are black faculty tio11s tl1ey've come from and their
member s, including one ful l contributions to our society. We have
to cl1a11ge the \\•ay ou r young people
professor.
Factors leading to the Penn State thi11k, by doing a better job of
protest include low minority enro ll- educating them about cultural
men1, scarce numbers of black facul- differences.
··we must let 1hem kno'v that they
ty, a chilling racial climate, and an increasing ly voca l minority student are ci tizens of the \vorld not only the
Unit ed States, and the \vorld is largegroup .
Th e factors~ i'lTlrror those that pro- ly 11 011-white and non-English speakmpted building ta keovers, ral lies and ing," she said.
''College is a microcosn1 of the
marches at other--c·ampuses across the
country, particularly in March and planet. Math 140 doesn't teach you
ho\v to be more sensit ive to other
April.
•
races. Geology 202 doesn't and
For examp le:
Chemist ry 301 doesn't. It' s not an
*Students at William s College in ed ucation; it's a specialization in the
William stown , Mass. took over a career you're interested in,'' said Rodean's office tb protest the ad- n1ain, describing constant incidences
ministration 's u11willingness to ad - of racia l slurs, threats, vandalism,
fights and stares from ' ' wa lking into
dress minority concerns
*At · the Univetsity of Vermont, a classroom of 300 and being the onst udents occupied the president' s of- ly black.''
fice (or four days before reaching an
agreement calling for the university ' Says "seth Williams, newly elected
to increase the number of minority president of Penn State 's student
government, ''When th ~ (campus ]
faculty members and students.
*H undreds of minority students mar- climate is not conducive to you, it
ched in protest of racism at India na stymies academic growth.''
1

'

Photo by Franscino Crowelle, Jr.
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Hi, I'm your bean,
McLean Stevenson.
And I\re got some
great news aoout this
year's Spring Break.
You can afford it.
j
Without having to sell your books, your stereo, or our
roommate. You see, I represent Piedmont Airlines an
I know-that if you like low fares, you're oing to like flying on
Piedmont.Just remember to book wel in a~vance. ·
.
·' With a little planning, you and your friends car:i party 1n
any of the 150 cities coast to coast that Piedmont flies to.
So, if ou really want this year's Spring Break to be very
memorab e, yet very affordable, get to our local travel agent
or call Piedmont at 1-800-251-5720 an start researching it
now. Because you can't cram for low airfares.
•
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'

CPiedmont Afrline~ 11188
•
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That's what the college graduates who choose Data General will tell you. We
put real work on your desk and advanced tools in your hands .

•

•

- '

0

'

In most cases you're part of a small design team within your first rnonth on
the job~ By six months you're deeply involved in an important project. Work. ing with .technology that's still being invented - by you. In a year you'll have
completed a significant piece of design. Learned certain tricks of your tra.d e
concerning speed, space and elegance. And gained in confidence and mastery.

•'

•
-

•

Meanwhile, some of your classmates who ·c hoose other companies may still be
in manuals. Or learning by watching, in ''third apprentice solderer'' types of
jobs.
Obviously Data General is a little different. Smaller and more unconventional
than the obvious choices. The college graduates who choose us, choose opportunity. Which makes all the difference in their careers.

•

•

.

.

Make a difference. Explore a career with us in one of these areas:
'

'

.

*CPU Design
* Operating Systems
* Communications and
· Networking
* Office Automation
* Technical Workstations
* I .anguages Development
* Software Support
* PCs and Ter111inals
* Mass Storage Engineering

•

..
•

•

\

•

•

•

•

•
•

'

•

'

•

Write to Data General, Corporate College Relations:GRE, 4400
Computer Drive, Westboro, Massachusetts 01580.

'

J

<

•
•
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Investing in people to make equal opp9i:-tunity a reality.
•

•

•

I '
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Noorr11 S. Travers

Alonza Robertson

Eric McDu ffy

Malcolm Corter

Robert L. Frelow, Jr.
•

•

I

I

I

Al+son Bethel

Zackery Burgess

•

I

Desiree Boykin

Sophia Tignor

Tuonda Word

Carolyn Head

Lori Buckner

Robert Vickers

Lauren Cooper

Franscino Crowelle

Frank Byrd

Poul Woodruff

•
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'Chapman climbs charts
with folk.album
B2

Problems of birth control
·pills persist
· B4

H U. trackster qualifies
for 1988 Olympics BJ

Last will and testaments
and personals
BB
•
.

0

•
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Singer, songwriter Al B. ·sure! debuts with progressive sound
In Oooh This Love is So Sure! sings
his most persuasive love song as he
H ilti o p Staff Repo rter
vO\VS to never let go of love. Natural/)1 Mine and Just A Taste of Lovin'
\Vith a single that virtually shot to
follo\v suit as Sure! continues to extl1e top of record charts, good looks
press his unyield ing love.
.
and t.he support of big names in lhe
Sure ! perfo rms an impressive
music indus1ry, Al B. Sure! is su re to
remake of Roberta Flack's Killing Me
be as catching as his name.
.
With in a mo11tl1 of its release, · Softly. He st icks close to the original
Nigl1t and Day shot to the number score of the song but adapts the song
to his voice range.
o ne spot on Bil/board magazines H ot
Sure! calls the classic, 'Nhich is i he
Black Si'ngles Chart. A11d the video
only u nor igi 11al cut on t!1e album ,
for the So ng has been just as sue''one of my favorite records of all
• cessfu l rank ing number o ne on Bl ack
times.''
Enter1 ai11n1e11t Television's ''V ideo
Countdow n'' for the last two wee ks.
However, Sure! does not onl y
To ad d to the list , the 19-year-o ld
demonstrate his talent by singi ng love
• s . ~gcr / songwriter who \Vas born
songs. The album con1a1 ns three
A1'1er1 B. Bro\v11, just released his
upbeat tunes that get feet tapping and
debut albun1 on the Warner B(others
fingers snapp ing.
_ label titled '' In Effect Mode' .' .
Rescue Me has a good dance beat
,It's only natural that self assurance
and fea tures Sure! as a contemporary
comes with such acomplishmenr.
pop singer. He sings ent husiastically
Sure! says, ''My belief in self comes
''Do you wanna, wanna, do you
from 111y faitl1 in God ... lt's not about
\vanna, wanna/ Rescue me?''
conceit. I just believe it's important
to know yours elf and your
Sure! gives listeners a taste of his
capabi\1 ics.''
rapping ability in Of/011 Your Own
- Surc!'s album renects that hi: is not · Girl. His six line rap is smooth and
only se lf <i"isured but tha t he is a
fast and ma kes you wonder why
natural for a love so ng. H is false1to
Sure! didn' t jump on the bandwagon
voice a11d intin1ate cooing co111bined
and make a name for himself ~ a
set the mood for l1is passionate lyrics.
rapper.
8)' L auren C ooper

7
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Al B. Sure!

Sure! did s1art 01·1· in that directiOn
a nd spen1 time working with Heavy
D & and the boys but he says, ''When
H eavy got the [recording] deal I kind
o f gol pushed out until I decided to
stick my chin up, go for mine, and
start wo rk ing on my own things. "
Describing his debut album Sure!
said , '' If I could re-name it , I'd call
it ' Raw'." He says it c6ntains no additi ves or perservatives and it has no
race specifications. ''I just call it
'eve rybod y mu sic, ' ' 'he said.
Sure! got his biggest pusn towards
ma king it as a recording artist when ,.
he received the Sony Innovators
Award . He was selected out of 51
contestants in a ' blind fold ' test by
prod uce r Quincy Jo nes.

According to Sure! he comes from
a family that is music.oriented.
·· dasically, my whole family is in! :-)
111l1sic . Everyone either plays piano or
does something, so l guess some o f
i: .iust rubbed off, ' 'said Sure!

'' I was very surprised and very
honored ," said Sure! ,'' ... to have
Jo nes pick me is kind of amazing to
me. It's kind of a dream .''

T he success that Sure! 1s ex11t>r1encing has yet to spoil the yoltng \ tar
who describes himself as ('i<:>wn to
earth and a li1tle sh y.

Sure !, who a ppears with Jones in
SON Y-spo nsored print a nd radio
advertisements, said, '' When someone like that bel ieves in you and
your music , that 's a thrill ." He says
tl1at that kind of support makes him
\Vant to give 110 percent because, '' I
~ 11o w the hard work won't be in
vai n .''

Since the release o f rl1e Night u11d
Day video Sure! said , •-1 ha\-·e b(:..:!n
stopped in the st reet behind that
video . Girls are at tacking me ."
However, he says that hr can't see
himself hiring bodygaurd s.
Sure! is planni'ng a pr· · .not ional
tour and the release of m( .-e ' idc ·~' '>
frorT\ his album in the nea1· future.

in a rec..:11t radio interview Surf"
admi.ts to writing most of t,he. song::.
on his current album while he was
still in high school. All of the songs
ori the album are written by_Sure!
with one exception .

•

'

Benny Medina , Warnc;r Brothers
vice president, said abciul. Sure! 's
debut album, "There c ome~. t~iose
records that are just naturally great
records. This is essentially tl·1e kind of
record that pro motes it self.· •

'

'
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Jackie ''Moms'' Mobley

The life, times and humor
of the real ''Moms'' Mahley
By Keith Alexander
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Jackie ''Moms'' Mabley was
born Loretta Mary Aiken around
1897 in Bravard, N.C . The mother
of two children by the time she
was 14 (she later had a third chld),
she left home while still a teenager
for a career on the stage. She got
her first big break when tbe comedy team of Butterbc;:ans and Susie
saw her act and referred her to the
Theater Owners Booking Associa·
tion . She worked the TOBA cir·
cuit along with other black
vaudeville stars, and by 1923 was
performing regularly in New York

•

The cost of ''Moms'' is composed of Jonathan Sayles as Luther, Rhetta Hughes (left) as Anna Mae, and Clari'Ce;
Taylor as ''Moms."

•

\~.

.

I

lifE
By Keith Alexander
Hilltop Staff Reporter

In Hawaiian-prin! shirt, flowered
skirt and bobby soc ks, C lar ice
Taylor , is ' ' Mo ms'' Mahley. She
s1ars in 1he musical comedy ''M oIJls''
at the W arner Theater .
'' Moms' ' is a play a bot1 1 ::1e life of
the late Jackie '' Moms'' Mahley . It
is full of laughs as Taylor re-creates
the hil arit y, sarcasm a nd wit of the
ori ginal ' ' Moms'' Mahley.
Less th an a half hour into the
show, Taylor has taken the audience
back to 1940. She transforms the audience into Mabley 's children and ad'dresses them in soliloquy.
Taylor passes o ff the frank co m·
edy that made l\1abley a legend as
naturally as if it was her o wn.

ON STAGE AT WARNER

\V ith a sm ir k she says, '' If you
personal relatio nsh ip with God , ··Moms' ' and has receiveo cr1t1cai ac\\'ant the job half done hire one of \v hom M abley referred to as claim for her per fo rmance in New
}'Our O\Vn [a black person], if you
York City's Astor Place Theater.
'' Godba by''.
don't \\'a nt it do ne at all hire two."
According to Taylor, best known
· The most heart-gripping o f these
Mab ley was known for her com ical
scenes is when Taylo r reenacts when for her role as Cliff Huxtable's
criticism o f the black race.
Mahley fo und o ut that her mother mother on ''The Cosby Show, " she
Mo ms Mabley \Vas also known fa r
h<i.d been killed . At this point Taylo r was moti vated to dci the show after
her insight into the black male female sings ' 'Has Anyo ne Seen My Old receiving positive reaction from
friends. She says she was also
relat io nship . Tay lor recapt ured. this Friend John ?' ' .
v.•hen she said , much to the agreeOther members of 1he cast include motivated when a white man asked
ment of the wo men in the audience, . Rhetta Hughes as Mabley 's secretary her , " Who is ' Moms' Mabley?''
and confidne1, and Johnathan Sayles Taylor said she yelled in reply, ' 'Who
' 'Negros and raw onio ns; they botr
make you cry! ''
her chauffer. l'hese two add to the is 'Moms' Mahley?!'', and became
However, there is also a tou c hi ~g
muSi'c al component s of the more determined to make the show
a success. Taylor raised and borrowside to the perfo rmance. Taylor
production .
depicts some of the hard times th~t
Hughes captured the audience with ed $300,000 to get the production
Mahley went through such as being her strong singing voice and soulful started
' ' Moms'' has been extended to run
raped twice and being shunned by hC:r style and Sayles had the audience yellfamil y because she humilated .them ing ''play that piano' ' during his live- through May 15 . Tickets are avail by '' scandalizi ng the black race'' on ly musical numbers.
able at the Warner Box Office and all
stage.
Taylor has alr:eady recieved an Ticketron and Ticketcenter locati .•
T aylor also deals with Mable ~ ·s Obie award for her performance in a ns.

City.
She later changed her name to
; one which she said she took from
an old boyfriend, Jack Mahley.
There are numerous versions of
how she acquired the nickname
' 'Moms'', ranging from her habit
bf addressing her audience as ''my
children'' to her tendency to
mother fellow performers.
She began appearing with some
of the biggest names in black
entertainment, suC"h as Cab
Calloway, Louis Armstrong,
Count Basie and Duke Ellington.
Over the years she had bit parts in
movies such as Boarding House

Blues and Emperor Jones.

In 1960, she reached an even
wider audience when she signed fl
record contract. She got her first
television exposure in 196 7 and
later appeared with such Stars as

•

Bill Cosby, Flip Wilson and the

Smothers Brothers.
Mab/ey received herfirst starring
role in in 1974 when she appeared
in Amazing Grace.
Mahley died on May 23, 1975.
The funeral was held at Abysinnian Baptist Church in Harlem
where she was a member. '
Some clC\Ssic ''Moms'' Mabley's
jokes that are used in the play include: ''I married this old man. I
mean this man was old. He was
older t1!_an water. He was older
then his own mother. I nevet will
forget when we went to get mar.
ried. We were standing up there in
front of the man. The man looked at me and said,'Will you take
this man?' Some undertaker
jumped up and said, 'I will!'
Oh, I thought he never would
die. I shouldn't talk like that about
him though, he's dead. They say
you shouldn't say nothing about
the dead unless you can Say
something good . .He's - dead.

Good.
I know he's dead because I had
him cremated. I burned !Um up. I
was determined I was going ~o act

•

him hot one way or another .
•

•
•
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Tracy Chapm,an '.s debut album addresses rac_ism, war, loye

'

By Lauren Cooper
If folk music has never been your style, perhaps
it is time to give it a second chance. Tracy Chapman is making waves with the release of her debut
album by the same name and is proving to be an
artist of the musical genre in every sense of the
word.
The 24-year-old singer/songwriter has a smooth
contralto voice and plays the acoustic and electric
guitars as if she has been at it for a half century
or more. But she hasn't.
Chapman began performing in coffee houses, on
the streets of Harvard Square and in area clubs
while obtaining her undergraduate degree frpm
Tufts University. However, she says that she has
been singing and playing the guitar ever since she
was 11 .
''My mother has a beautiful voice, as does my
sister.,.. I think I just picked up a guitar because my
mother had played it at some point,'' Chapman
said . She add'e d that she soon started writing her
own songs:
~
Chapman said she was introduced to folk music
while she attended a boarding school in Connecticut on scholarship. ''That was the first time I
heard a lot of contemporary folk music. It just
wasn't the stuff that got played in my house,'' she
said.
But the exposure to folk music made its mark on
Tracy Chapman and her album gives testimony.
''Tracy Chapman'' is an album that resounds
with the elements of folk music and the messa11:e of

!'I'd the detriments of a racially divided society. And
1n Why? Chapman asks "Why do the babies
starve/When there's enough food to feed the
world/Why when there're so many of us/ Are there
people still alone.''
Chapman does an a cappella song about domestic
violence in Behind the Wall and in it she points out
how police cannot interfere in domestic affairs until it is too late.
·
The song that is currently receiving radio and
video play is Fast Car.' This song traverses the life
of er young girl who gave up school to take care of
her alc<!holic father and ends up running off with
a man 1n a fast car who she hopes to fulfill her
dream with but she only finds~ disappointment. ·
. The love songs are sung with just as much feeling even though the lyrics may deviate from the
norm as in For My Lover. In this song Chapman
sings ''two weeks in a Virginia Jail ... /Twenty thou·

sand dollar bail ... /Everyday I'm psychoanalyzed ... /They dope me up and I tell them lies/ For my
lover for my lover.''
Although Chapman sings songs of prqtest she
does not want to be labeled a protest singer nor does
she want to be labeled a black singer. ''I am a black
person ... I'm a woman ... I'm a singer/songwriter.
I'm not necessarily any of those things first," she
said.

'

TkEATER of TltE AbsuR
MysttRy, M.AGic fill EG~PTiAN plAy

graduate of Howard University's
Fine Arts department, will play the
lead female role in a film to be
released next year about the controversial New Jersey Principal,
Joe Clark.

By Desiree C. Boykin
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Famed. Egyptian playwright,
Tewfik al-Hakim, made hi s
American debut May 5, when the
Sanctuary Theater performed his

Les Miserables -The musical
will open at the Kennedy Center
Opera House July 5. Shows are at

... play The Tree Climber.

8 p.m. Mon. through Sat. with

The playwright has written more

than 50 books and 70 plays and was
nominated for a Nobel Prize. The

Sanctuary Theater, at 1459 Columbia Road NW, is the .first , western
society theater to perfornl. this absurdist tcur de force that tells the tale of
· a mysterious murder, a confused

.

Happenings.••Spanish Show _

A Star is Born - Former Miss
Howard (1985-86) Karen White, a

••

matinees at 2 p.m. Wed. and Sat.
Tickets range from $22.50 to
$47 .50. Call 254-3770 for more in[ormat.ion: or~57~83!.3 fpr.!i~kets.
.'

·1

•

the ages. Chapman sings of revolution, social
change, materialism and even love. ·
In Ta/kin' &ut A Revolution she says ''Poor people gonna rise up/ And get their share/ Poor people gonna rise up/ And take what's theirs." Across The Lines deals with race riots of the past

Hilltop Staff Repor1er

'

•

summertime, summertime-

The Latin
Several concerts will be offered
American Student Association of
thiS summer in D.C. including:
Georgetown University will preMiami Sound Machine, Kenny G,
sent a ''Spanish Comedy/Variety
Full Force, Lisa Lisa and· Cult
Show'' at 7:30p.m. Sunday, May
Jam! and several other.s .at t~e
2·9 . Cal l 833-2428 for more
Meriweather. Post Pav1ll1on in
information
Md.; Ella Fitzgerald and Bobby
-·
·
.
--:-Mcferrin at D .C.'s Kennedy
~n the. Move - Columbia recor- Center; the Hawkins family at the
ding artist Terence Trent D' A.rby Miracle Faith Center in N.E ., Burre.c ently ~on,!he U.S. and Un~t~
ning Star at Kilimanjaro, and
Kingdom s Best New .A:i1st
Alvin Ailey American Dance
awa~d and first place honors 10 the Theater, Bobby McFerrin, and the
Rolling Stone and Cashfx?x year- Washington Ballet at the
end poll~. Also, R&B artist ~lex· \Washington House, to name just
ander 0 Neal was named Top a few. For dates and times call
ln~e.rn~tio~al , M~e. . Vocalist.'? by your~ locl\l. Jjcketron at 1659;26()J ,. ~
Br1t1an s Disco Mix Club Awards. or 1the above110Cations. - "I•• ,
:,

detective and a lizard named 'Lady
Green.'
The first of the two acts opens with
the detective, played by Richard
Brown, questioning the maid about
her mistress' disappearance. The

""

maid, played by Elizabeth Bruce, tells
the detective that Madame Behana,
her mistress, left to buy some wool
three ~ay s earlier and had no\been
seen since.
During this question and confusing answer session, the detective sees
a vision of Behana and her husband,
Bahadir Effendi, talking. The two
never ask a direct question of each
other, nor do they seem to be listening to what the other has to say. This,
said the maid, is why the two live in
'' perfect '' harmony, they never argue
becau se they never really talk to each
other.
Effendi, played by Lawrence
Allen, is questioned next. The.detective is disturbed by Effendi's distress
over a missing lizard named Lady
Green. The lizard has also been missing for three days. Effedni's love for
his orange tree is also brought out as
he talks about it more than his missing wife.
,
Following more questions, the
detective concludes that Effendi has
murdered his wife, even though the

'

GET THE
'
'

•
•
•

lawrence Allen, left, and

Mph~la Makgoba in

detective did not fully u11dersrand Effendi's answers and Effendi diO not
fully understand the detective's
questions.
•
The next scene is' in the form of a
flashback. Effendi, 3 former rail[load
inspector, and his assistant, played by
Magdi Barsoum, are on the train
checking tickets. It is here that the
dervish, an Islamic holy man, ap-

The Tree Climber.

pears. He does not have a ticket and
Effendi threatens to turn him over to
the authorities.
To Eft'endi's amazement, the dervish, played by Mphela Makgoba,
produces IO tickets. He also tells Effendi that he will kill his wife and
own a tree ttlat will bear oranges,
apricots, figs and pomegranates.

'

By Lauren Cooper
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Howard University student Donald
Mitchel Johnson, bf"!ti:r known as
'Ski' Johnson is laying the foundation for a succesful career as a jazz
musician With the release of his 12inch maxi single ''Ski Johnson and
Friends 'On The Rise''' .
The album was officially released
Saturday, May 8, but has already
received airplay on WDCU-FM and
is being marketed in three record
stores around the metropolitan area.
The record was produced by Wide·
A-Wake productions which is an independent production company run
by Johnson and two of his friends,
Larry Toye and Malcolm Alexander.
Johnson admits that it is ''difficult
to do· a record independetitly. '' But,
he points out, ''we still managed."
''On The Rise'' was written, produced and managed by Johnson. The
record contains two songs: Rise, a is
. remake of the jazz hit of the same
name by Herb Alpert and Sensitivi·
ty, an original composition by
Johnson.
Rise is an instrumental dominated
by the Smooth sounds of Johnson's Saxophonist ''Ski'' Donald Johnson
saxaphone.

I
•

Sensitivity features Mervin E.
Jackson Jr. as the lead vocalist. His
voice is a Barry White and Marvin
Gaye mixture. Jackson is CO·writter
of the song.
SF:nsitivity begins with a dialogue
be~ween women, much like one
would hear around the Howard campus. Tanya Daniels or Precious, a
sophomore at Howard, converses
with Michell Wyatt, who is secretary
for W.A.P .. Tami Randle sings
backgroung vocals.
· The. s·ong's lyrics suggest sociai
consciousness and the refrain offers
the message that ''all we need is sensitivity to make it better for you and
me.''
According to Johnson, W.A.P will
be working on the release of an
album over the summer.
Johnson has been influenced
heavily by ' music all of his life. He
played for seven years with the Let-tum Play Jazz Ensemble and two
years with the Duke Ellington Jazz
Band.
Johnson is a graduate of the
District's Duke Ellington School of
the Arts. Before transferring to
Howard, Johnson attended Virginia
Commonwealth University.

....
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Howard students emerge on Jazz scene
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Excellence represents the history of this newspaper. In
order for you to remain up-to-date on the latest news and
developments in the Howard University community,
become a subscriber to J'HE HILLTOP
,.

'

'

We will be expanding our coverage to include many
events from every school and college on campus.
This is a great way to stay in touch with your alma mater.
Be sure to subscribe today and receive $5 o fJ the regular
must be received by 5131188 in or. er to qualify for thfy
special rate. All orders postmarked later than 5131188 will
be charged the regular rate of $25 per academic year. .
'
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ONE YEAR (26 ISSUES) FOR ONLY $20
'
' ,
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'
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STATE
Special Offer Expires 5131188

•

Enclose payment with order and mail to:
THEHJUTOP
- Subscription 'Department
2217 Fourth ,Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20059
,
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Olympic hopeful prepares for games
By Rocky Gholson
Special to 1he Hilltop

John Branch's earliest memories
include sitting beside his grandmother, a die-hard Jesse Owens fan,
watching the Olympic Games every
four years, and wishing he could one
day compete.
If the future imitates the past,
Branch might get his wish to compete
in the 1988 Olympic Games and run

I

for the gold.

•

Jerri Ingram continues to develop her tennis game.
•

Rising star f ac~s dilemna
By Rodney Tims
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Seventeen-year-old tennis sensation Jerri Ingram (who is a potential
Howard University recruit) is a senior
at Springbrook High School during
the day, but by night she's a rising
tennis star.
Ingram, who is ranked first in t~e
Mid Atlantic State County, sixth 1n
the nation and 184 in the world, is
torn between college:! and the potential rewards of the pro circuit.
In addition to Howard, Ingram ,
who resides in Silver Spring, Md . is
also considering the University of
Tennessee, Syracuse University and
Georgia Tech. She says her decision
to remain in school depends on how
well she performs in pro tournaments
this summer. Ingram has been playing tennis for the past eight years.
Ingram built her game on the fundamental5 -s he learned at Aspen Hill
Racquet Club, where she continues to
develop her ga1nc under the watchful
eyes of coaches Gene Russo , and her
father Joe Ingram . She describes her
game as ''an attacking game from the
baseline," but adds, ''I'm trying to
develop my net game, and become
more aggressive overall.''
Practice sessions last two to three
hours a day, five days a week. They
include a ten minute run , followed by
specific court drills, and concludes
with a set or two of head to head
competition. Ingram prepares for
major tournaments by attending Nick
Bolleterri Tennis Academy in
Brandenton, Florida. She said the
academy ''is a place to refine your
g~ine, not a good place to develop
one,''
Her amateur achievements include
winning the county and district titles
four years straight. She is u"ndefeated
in high school competition. She is
also a three time Maryland ~tate

champion, going for a fourth. Ingram believes, that despite her lopsided high school sucess, she has received something challenging from her
experiences.
''I needed to play high school tennis, because I needed to prove
myself,'' she said, ''once I had proven myself I felt a need to set new
records.'' She continued, ''The competition in the state semifinals and
finals isn't all that bad ."
Professional success has been
limited due to a lack of partici~tion
in pro tournaments. Ingram has only recently began to play the pro circuit. She enjoyed her most successful
outing when she defeated Mary Lou
Daniels (who is the 58th ranked
player in the world) before hometown
fans, during the Virginia Slims of
Washington.
I
Ingram has also particiapted in
other pro tournaments such as the
Eckerd Open in Tampa Bay, the Lipton International Championships,
the Virginia Slim's of Amelia Island
and of Houston . She will play at
Wimbledon tennis tournament in
June .
Ingram' s family is a majo~ s~pport
to her tel\nis career. In add1dt1on to
her parents, Head Inc . supplies. Ingram with racquets ~nd clothtl!g,
while Reebok International supplies
her with shoes. Other sponsors include the Black Sports and Tennis
Foundation, and Aspen Hill Racquet
_Club. Ingram estimates her family
has spent at least $50,000 during the
last eight years that she has been
seriously involved in tennis.
Ingram misses at least four weeks
during the school year because of
travelling. She said, ''Sometimes my
schoolwork and friends have to drop
down on my priority list." Despite
her hectic schedule, Ingram finds
time to dra~. run, and cook.
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D.C. did not start running track until his senior year in high school.
Before then he was a wide-receiver
for his BalloU High School football
team.
''I really didn't become interested
in track until my senior year. My first
meet, I won two first-place trophies
and set a . high school record (intert1igh league) in the 400 met~rs,''
said Branch. ''Now, my heart and
body are dedicated to the track.''
Branch credits Howard Track and
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Photo by Ktnny Harrislon

John Branch practicing for the Olympic trials.
Branch lists watching television,
playing sports and hanging-out as his
favorite past times, when he is not
training or studying to keep his
grades above the required 2.0 average
needed to run .
With the spring semester about to
come to a close, Branch can soon
focus his efforts to training full-time

for the NCAA Championship:S (June
1-6 in Eugene, Orego·n) and the

Olympic trials (July 15-23 in Indianapolos, Ind.).
''A lot of people have dreams,''
said Branch. ''I'm now' one step
closer to making my biggest dream
come true . Let's keep our fingers
crossed.
·

Howard student uses baseball as means to education,
looks toward starting a business, not prq ;career
Baltimo1·e native cites fatl1er as inspiration for academic and

a~hletic

Besides having played many
sports, including baseball, track and
football, Hargrove is an accomplished musician.

Although Howard does not spend
as much money on athletics as some
other schools, Hargrove stands by his
decision to attend Howard.
''The athletic department doesn't
get as much money as Maryland or
other colleges that use their programs
as revenue to bring in money.
Howard is more academic. Coach
Hinton is a good mah. I respect him
as a man and as a coach."
Hargrove adds that he especially
likes the way the team draws together
after a loss. Everybody tries to cl1eer
each other up. There is no rivalry
among the players.
At the age of seven, Hargrove
started playing Little League
baseball.

By Angela <;. Allen
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Cluey Hargrove
the only black at the University of Indiana,'' Hargrove and his family
finally settled on Howard.
_
''Scouts around our area told me
that Chuck Hinton had a pretty good
program at Howard Unversity," said
Hargrove.

goals

While still in junior high school,
Hargrove played the alto saxophone
in the jazz band. In 1980, his band
released a record. Some of his
favorite jazz artisits include Miles
Davis, David Sanborne and
Fattburger.
Although he has already been approached by scouts from the Pittsburgh Pirates, Hargrove sajd his
main goal is not to play for a major
league team.
''I Used baseball to' get a degree,
and if somebody wants me to play
baseball I wouldn't mind. But your
main Boal in coming to college is to
get your degree. You.. can only play
(baseball) for so Jong,'' said
Hargrove .
Hargrove, whose father owns his
own accountig business, said right
now he is looking to one day own his
own business. I

Hargrove credits his father, who
played in the Army, with inspiring ·his
love of the sport.
· ''My father was the one who real-ly stood behind me all the way from
Little League to high school. My
father never missed a game. He even
comes to many of my games at college,'' Hargrove said.

'•

Women's soccer club hopes for varsity team

Your facility for loreign languages, particularly German, Japanese. French or Spanish. can
hl!lp land you an exciting career as a Flight Attendant with American Airlines.
We'll start you oH with comprehensive and personalized training at our exclusive .4Q·acre
Flight Attendant Training Center outside O/FW International Airport. Here. you'll l~arn all
aspects of passenger safety and service; and we'll enhance all the qualities that will make
you a successful Flight Attendant.
Atter training, it's 'Welcome Aboard !" as our newest Flight Attendant. f!.s you gain
experience and seniority, you'll have the opportunity for flight assignments where you can
use your linguislic abilities.

.

Branch, a native of Washington,

Recently, at the Penn Relays,
Branch won the ' 400-meter intermediate hurdle event with a time
of 49.8 seconds. The time was good
enough to qualify him for the U.S.
Olympic trials in Indianapolos, Ind.,
July 15-23, where he will compete
against our country's best athletes.
Athletic Director William Moultrie as
''I was thrilled to win my event being the key which unlocked the
with such a fast time,'' said Branch. door to his future.
''Since only six people have ever gone
''Coach Moultrie is an excellent
under the 50.00 mark in history, Ed- coach,' ' said Branch. ''He has super
win Moses being one of them with a credentials and is considered one of
49.8, I now feel confident that I can the top track coaches in America.
race with anyone.''
However, he is a disciplinarian who
Branch's time places him number stresse perfection, and it was because
seven on the 400-meter intermediate of Moultrie that I chose to attend1
hurdle all-time list. This is a ''great Howard,''
accomplishment,'' and from this reBranch adds that his experience at
cent success, he expects to be receiv- Howard has been very positive.
ing some contract endorsements from
''It's not like I didn't know what
athletic companies, which is the ma- to expect from Howard and the
jor money determinant for an predominately black experience. My
amateur track athlete.
high school was mostly black and I'm
''I hope to be getting some Adidas used to dealing with black people,''
equipment s·o on, but since track and said Branch.
field is aJl awateur sport, you have
Although other schoo ls like
to be a big name superstar to really .Eastern Kentucky and Ohio Univerreceive money,'' said Branch, who is sity had offered him schlorships,
a junior at Howard.
Branch settled on Howard because of
A 20 year-old engineering major, the ''black experience'' he was so acBranch hopes that his career customed to.
academically and athletically will take
''Overall, I've always felt that ata great upswing from here.
.
tending Howard University gives
''The confidence [ feel when I'm black people, as a· race, the opporrunning track now seems to rub off tunity to come together from all
into mY academic efforts as well,'' he domestic and economic levels. That's
said. ''I'vC>always dreamed of runn- why we refer to it as the 'MECCA,'''
ing against a great athlete like Edwin said Branch. ''Learning to deal and
Moses, and for the first time I may mingle with a variety of black peohave been given a chance to compete · ple coming from all over the world
against him. It's an opportunity l is what the Howard experience is all
plan to t : ke full advantage of.''
about.''

Cluey Hargrove made histoiy at
his Baltimore, Md. high school when
he was the first freshman ever to
make the varsity baseball team. Now
a sophomore electrical engineering
major at Howard, Hargrove is still
playing baseball for the school team.
Hargrove is first baseman for the
Bison team. At the baseball tournament in Tallahasse, Fl. this semester,
Hargrove was among those players
named to the All-Conference Team.
Currently, Hargrove leads the
team in home runs, has averaged 38
hits this season and has 29 RBis. His
batting average is up from .254 last
season to .309 and is still climbing.
Before deciding to attend Howard,
Hargrove said he thought about
following in his fathers footsteps and
attending North Carolina A&T Unviersity in Greensboro, N .C. He also
entered into schlorship negotiations
with Grambling State University,
which eventually fell through. After
deciding that he ''didn't want to be

•
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Track stars like Moses, Jesse
Owens and Car} Lewis have -earned
Branch' e admiration because ''they
each have excelled in more than one
area. They run their events the best,
and the re..:ord books can prove it.''

I

By Marly Lewis
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Beginning in August, Howard
University might be adding a new
sport to its program, a women',s soccer team.
''Right now we're just a· club, but
if we get more girls interested we
could become a varsity team,'' said
"Kristen Clark, a member of the club.
''At the moment, there are about
20 girls who are dedicated to the
team, but in order for the school to
take the club seriously they need
ibout 20 more players," said Irving
\Villiams, one of the club's coaches.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
o Friendly, outgo/no person~lity with neat, well~groomed appearance.
D Wllflng and able to relocate.
o HJu must be a U.S. cltlun or already possess the legal right ta work In the U.S.
D High uhoo/ diploma or GED.
o Height: 5'1ff> "' ta 6'0 " without shoes. Weight In proportion to height.
D Ao1: 20 yean minimum.
o V/1/an: 20150 minimum (each e~) . CarrtJctlve l1ns1s acceptable.
Two years college or two years public ccintact experience preferred. If Qualified and
interested, please contact us immediately.
• lor an application and career
Please send a sell-addressed, business size envelope
information to:
1,

"With 40 players they will attract
· the attention of the school and show
them that they are serious about forming a varsity team,'' said Williams.
According to Clark the girls are excited about playing. ''Most of the
girls have a background in soccer,''

. American Airlines, Inc.
Fllght Service Recruitment

P.O. Box 619410, Mall Drop 4125
D/FW Airport, 1X 75261 ·941 o
ATI'N: Dept. SUU51388

AmericanAirlines

said Clark, ''most h;..•e played all
through high school.''
''I think we could be competitive,
but we need more work as a team,''
said Clark. ','Right now we have a
couple of good individual players,
tiut to win at the college level we need
more of a team effort. We can not
rely on a few to carry the whole
Learn,' ' she said.
Since the club is not affiliated with
Howard they had to find their own
coaches. Kristen Clark and Benita
Knoll, the two who started the club,
approached some members of the
men's .soccer team and asked them
for help.
•'They were more than happy to
help us, because ._hey felt it was a
good idea that couid just work,'' said
Clark .
At the moment the coaches of the
club are Rob Early, Irving Williams
and Cris Conti. ''A couple of girl~

came tr; me and said that they wanted
to start a team, and I told them I
would help them in any way I
could,'' said Williams.
''By putting up postL··s and
spreading the idea by word of mouth,
the girls showed me that they were
serious," said Williams. ''We have a
good group of girls, but what we
need are some donations and some
more players. They need more
players right now, the numbers are
just not there," he said.
''Right now we are just in the experimenting stage, we are just trying
to show the school that we are serious
about forming a varsity team,'' said
Williams.
The goal of the club, according to
Clark, is to install a women's varsity
socc~r i;>rogram at Howard. ''Since
both more mone) a11d players are the
only things needed at the moment to
form a team, we are dedicating this

summer .to looking for sponsers and
players," said Clark.
According to Clark some of the_
outstanding players right now are

Lisa Wells, Marsha and Michell
Black. ''They have the most in·
dividual talent on the team,'' he said.
''As far as matches, we are in the
process of trying to form them for
next year," said Williams. ......._
Clark said that the club now has ten
matches scheduled which are mainly
against Mar-yland club teams.
Other teams we have contacted are
U.N.B.C., Mt. Saint
Mary, Loyola •
•

and Mary Washington colleges

Townson State University and Junio;
Commonwealth.
__
''Since we are being backed by the
student activities right now, what we
really need is some financial
assistance,'' .said Williams.
''.W e are going to dedicate our
summer
to improving our skills ''
.
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Yeast infection·s,
•
common in women

Local hospital
go-es smoke-free·

•

the medication prescribed is a major
reason for recurring infections.
Hilltop Staff Reporter
According to gynecologists, many
women try home remedies as well.
" Experts claim that it is rare that a Among the most common is a yogurt
woman will never suffer from a yeast douche and a boric-acid solution
I
challenges for the patients, visitors
infection in her lifetime. In fact, yeast douche. Yogurt· is thought to restore
and staff,'' said Minogue. ''For some
infections may well be the most com- the ''friendly'' bacteria that combat
people, it will be difficult to adjust
mon gynecological problem there is . • yeaSt , and boric acid is thought to
to a smoke:free environment, but we
While they don't cause permanent restore the proper acid balance to the
Photo by Paul Woodruff
hope that faculty and staff will
damage, these infections are uncom- vagina. Some doctors think the boric
cooperate and be supportive of this One of the ''no-smoking'' signs placed throughout GWU.H.
fortable and annoying.
acid may be effective, and yogurt less
policy.''
''I always tell my patients that so.
ing gum or other substitutes could they're born with yeast, and that it's
Although the hospital is the first in from lighting up in their spare time,''
Yeast infections may not be
discourage surreptitious smoking and normal to find it in the vagina,'' said
the District with the ban, it is not the said Leland Fairbanks, M .D., direcperhaps tide smokers over to their Dr. Kline Price, a gynecologist in transmitted through semen, though a
first jn the country. Hospitals in tor of the service's office of Contimale partner may harbor yeast on his
next cigarette .
California, Minnesota, Illinois, and nuing Education.
Columbia, Maryland.
penis or in the genital.area. Price said
Corporations have avoided the
Airlines are also experimenting
Boston have all instituted smoking
The fact is that the organism that if a woman has recurring infections
smoking ban by setting aside causes yeast infections, Candida
bans throughout their health-care with the ban on smoking while in
flight. Air Canada and Canadian
designated areas for smokers but albicans (sometimes ·called Monila) is and has the same partner, then, ''she
facilities.
many have found this plan costly. normally present in a healthy vagina, should consider treatment for her
In addition, li::gislatures in 32 states Airlines ban smoking completely only
With the move for a total ban by as well as in the anu·s and in the partner as well, particularly if he is
have enacted laws that restrict smok- on specific routes. Smokers who
airlines and hospitals, companies are gastrointestinal tract. A yeast infec- uncircumsized. ''
ing in hos~itals, nursing homes and refuse to travel on the non-smoking
Yeast loves moisture, according to
flights during the period are offered
now considering a total ban in the tion occurs when this organism
other facilities.
Price. She suggests keeping the
office.
Advocates of no-smoking policies alternative flights or refunds of their
overgrows in the vagina, causing in- genital area as dry as possible.
Pacific Northwest Bell prohibits tense itching and a thick, lumpy white
have gained ammunition for their tickets.
''I recommend that )Vomen who
A research council recently insmoking in any of their 750 office discharge that may have a stale,
position from the American Medical
suffer from recurrent yeast infections
buildings. The -result was that other bready smell.
Assocation and the U.S. Surgeon vestigated the quality of air inside
dab themselves dry with a clean towel
corporations began to move in the
General's office. Both have taken commercial airliner cabins at the reDr. Marilyn McKay, associate pro- after taking a bath or shower . Then
same direction. For example, Federal fessor
strong stands against smoking in the quest. of the Federal Aviation Adof dermatology and
Express plans to follow suit this year. gynecology at Emory University in they should completely dry the area
workplace and in healthcare ministra'tion. The study concluded
that significant improvement could
Employees who smoke simply move Atlanta, points out, however, that ex- with a blowdryer set on low for a few
institutions.
outside for ''smoking breaks'' rather cess yeast can sometimes be present minutes. I also recommend that these
One of the most extensive anti- be achieved if industry and the
women wear knee-highs or thigh high
than coffee breaks.
smoking efforts has been conduced federal government initiated several
without itching or discomfort.
stockings with a garter belt, in addiSome smokers have found all the
by ·the Indian Health Service, which policy changes ana mounted a proYeast overgrowth is caused by a tion to wearing cotton panties ~··
serves American Indians in 25 states. gram for monitoring air quality.
new changes frustrating. However, change in the ph balance of the
Recently there has been a spate of
The committee proposed a ban on
All except a handful of the service_'s
although smokers could file a class vagina. Normally the vagina is a fair47 hospitals and about 150 clinics smoking for domestic flights so that
action discrimation suit, b6th state ly acidic environment, which helps publicity about a theory linking a
an addicted smoker could schedule a
have banned smoking .
and federal rot1rt precedents and keep yeast growth in check, but cer- multitude of ills-including headache,
The strict policies not only create trip in short ''hops'' to allow smoksocietal antismoking pressures would tain conditions can make the vagina fatigue, skin disorders and m~moJ
a healthier environment for patients ing during Stopovers. It also sugmake their chances of success slim at more alkaline, promoting an lapses- to what is called a chronic
body wide yeast infection .
and workers, but they deter smokers gested that the use of nicotine chewbest.
overgrowth of yeast.
While some doctors feel it is plausi''Most alkaline substances aren't ble for a general feeling of illness
anything that a woman can do much linked to yeast infections, most
about,'' said Price. ''Semen, believe that there hasn't been enough
menstrual blood and the high level of solid evidence and research to supestrogen released just before ovula- port this theory .
tion all may contribute to alkalinity.''
The bottom line is that yeast infecThe
ph
balance
may
also
be
altered
health are the elements of nature. by pregnancy, diabetes, birthcontrol tions are an unavoidable fact of life
for most women according to Price.
''If man is to have good health, he
pills,
antibiotics
and
treatment
''Yeast is natural. You just have to
will have to balance his living with the
steroids.
learn to avoid the flare-ups."
four rules of health (good nutrition
Many
gynecologists
believe
that
and diet, adequate exercise, sufficient
wearing
tight,
synthetic
rest and a positive mental attitude)
and learn to appreciate the elements undergarments, frequent douching,
of Nature: Sun, Water, Air and and the use of feminine hygiene·
Earth, along with its lush greenery '' sprays, scented soaps or scented col•
ored
toilet
paper
can
cause
irritation
said Diane Robertson, a health a~d
that allows yeast to take hold.
nutrition specialist at GWUH.
Since a yeast infection is fungal, it
For centuries, herbs have been usis easily cured and doesn't lead to
ed and are still being used for heal' ing all the illness of mankind. Doc- other illnesses. The most common
tors agree that many social and treatment for yeast infections today
physical ailments are caused from comes from a group of prescription
over processed refined foods and drugs called the imidazoles, which kill
poor eating habits. Scientists have both yeast and related fungi. Most
linked refined sugar and car- often prescribed are Monist~t and
bohydrates to such di seases as Gyne-lottimin or Mycelex . These are
diabetes,, fteart diseases, gastric and used in the vagina for three to seven
ulcer problems, hypertension, cancer days but provide relief within 24 to
48 hours, and they have no side
Photo by P·aul Woodruff
and asthma.
Poor nutrition is also associated effects.
It's important to take all the
Herbal roots used as medicine for contemporary illnesses.
with mental and emotional
medication, e\oeal if vcu feel better
disturbance.
bibetan healing arts are at odds with seriously in the U.S. and especially
before it is finished; to make sure
medical practice in the U.S. Western not in the medical arena.
,,
yeast growth is completely checked.
•
doctors specialize in treating specific
''It's okay to use them at home as
Peopl~ who depended over t~e According to Caner, failure to use all
years
on rice, sugar, flour and white .
· complaints. Tibetans are more con- long as there are no dangerous efcerned wih restoring balance to the fects, but we prefer to use scientifical- bread have been committing slow
whole system said Dr. Vladimir Bad~ ly tested medications,'' said Dr. Lynn death and malfunction of the body
•
majew who's family is responsible for Armor of George Washington system," said Robertson .
•
bringing Padma to the U.S. Badma- University Hospital (GWUH).
Robertson claims that herbs conjew plans to conduct his own negotiaProponents of herbal remedies feel
tions with the FDA.
that the main energy sources that the tain medicinal values that can atd in
Herbal remedies are not taken body needs in maintaining good these ailments.
By Michelle K. Taylor

G WUH firstJ). C hospital to ban smoking
By Sophia Tignor
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The George Washington University Hospital (GWUH) will become the
first in the District of Columbia to in-

stitute a total ban on smoking:

•

''As a major health care .institution, it i's important for our hospital
to maintain the healthiest environ-

•

m:ent possible for all patients.and personnel," said William Minogue,
M.D., GWUH medical director.
D.C. Commissioner of Public:
Health Reed Tuckson, M.D., stated,

''The Surgeon General's goal of a
healthy smoke-free environment by
the year 2000 can be achieved if we

all work together."
Tuckson said, ''Hospitals and
medical facilities who become smokefree set an important example of
good health for the community. I
congratulate the GWUH for taking
this historiC first step and I encourage
all District hospitals to follow their
example.''
•
The American Lung Association of
The District of Columbia also applauded the hospital's decision to go
smoke free.
,
For employees who smoke, but
would like to quit, the hospital is offering smoking cessation programs.
''We recognize that having a nosmoking policy will present some

-u .S. doctors question herbal remedies

.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

By Crystal Whaley
Hill1op S1aff Reporter

Golden cinquefoil, red saunders,
licoriCC root, and ginger lily are just
four of 22 herbs used to make what
may be the world's oldest remedy for
cardiovascular prq"bi~mS~P,,t,., ,,,
Tibetan monks were ga~g aJ'id
mixing the formula know~adma
28 as early as the 1?th century. Today doctors are using it to treat irnmunological disorders as well 'as heart
disease. Padma 28 is one of the first
ancient Tibetan medicines to be taken
seriously by Western doctors.
The JKS, the swiss counterpart of
the U.S. Food and Drug Administratioq (FDA), has clinically tested and
approved the herbal remedy but the
government is moving slowly at making it eligible for insurance coverage
in the U.S.
The FDA has filed a complaint
questioning the toxicity of two of the
Padma's compounds camphor,
monkshpod and china berry.
Monkshood, the FDA contends, is
particulary suspect. The agency
describes it as ''rapid poison, caus~ .
ing convulsiuns, paralysis of circulation, and death.'' Padma's supporters !l.(gue tha't the levels of
monkshood are too minute to pose a
danger.
The basic notions underlying the

•
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Regular exercise can do wonders
fo_r the body, but does it firm up the
mind as well? Is a physically fit person better able to deal with stress in
general?
· Physicians and psychologists have
_,c~ajmed that the answer to these ques·tions js ·: yes,'' but researchers are
)1;1st beginning to understand the effects of exercise on mental life.
Despite the conflicting results of a
number of studies thus far, thCre is
evidence that physically fit individuals have an advantage with
stressful Teal-life events.
An example is a report by University of Kansas at Lawrence
psychologists David L. Roth and
David S. Holmes in the March/ April

Call 636-6867

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Since losing their million dollar
funding from the National Institute
of Health (NIH), H.o ward Universi·
tyis Sickle Cell Center (SCC) has
ma~aged to keep the doors opeQ..
According to Dr. Roland B. Scot,
the center's director, the center has
not been able to render all the services
· it once did but has been able to continue to serve the community:
However, Scott is hopeful that
funding will come to the center
According to SC:ott, the SCC 1s

•
\

'

•

Send a Hilltopic to
the one you love

issue of Psychosomatic Medicine. that already prevent against stress, a
factor unaccounted for in prior
They found that when confronted
studies.
with a high proportion of life changes
Also, learning any skill from rug
such as divorce, death of a loved one .
weaving to relaxation techniques may
and switching jobs in the previous
increase self-confidence and coping
year, physically fit subjects reported
abilities in the same way as a physical
fewer health problems and symptoms
conditioning regimen.
of depression than less fit
In a further experiment, Holmes
counterparts.
However, in another stµdy of assigned 49 college students reporting
high levels of stressful life events in
''high life-stress subjects," Roth and
Holmes observed that once stressful · the previous year tc} aerobic training,
relaxation training or no training.
changes have occurred, supervised
After 11 weeks, the aerobic training
fitness training is not particularly
group showed a ma'.rkedly lower heart
efective at reducing physical illness.
rate response during the same
The strength of fitness said Holmes,
memory test than the other two
lies in its ability to prevent not treat
groups.
."
symptoms occuring after major life
Subjects related ·relaxation training
changes.
as having a more calming influence
In addition , people who gravitate
on their lives than exercise. This intoward physical training may do so
dicates,
said
Holmes,
that
because of personality characteristics

•

testimonials to a particular type of
training do not necessarily translate
into beneficial physiological respcnse
to stress.
There are also few reports, he
noted, that aerobic training elevates
the mood of people with mild cases
of depres~ion. But controlled, longterm studies of heart rate and subjective responses to stress among exercisers have not been conducted either
Another limitation to research on
stress and mood reactions to exercise
is that most of it has been performed in the laboratory, not the field.
''There are no good data on how
well lab stress generalizes to the outside world," said Holmes. So far, he
adds, physiological measures other
than heart rate such as blood
pressure, have not been affected by
brief aerobic training. '

HU center serves community despite low funds
By Diana Carter

'"

HILLTOP

Exercise affects both mental, physical life
By Angela Bennet

•

awaiting the decision of the Health
Service Administration (HSA) in
Rockville, Md. about research pertaining to the use of penicillin and its
affects on patients with Sickle Cell
Anemia (SCA).
Scott said the difference between
the funding from the NIH and the
HSA is the type of r'esearch
performed.
''The research done from the NIH
grant is more patient oriented in that
the patients are needed to make the
observations ... with this grant (HSA)
most of the research is done in the
lab,'' said Scott.
The second grant which would

come from the District government study because it would allow us to
would be sub-contract in the research continue the research.''
Although he is hopeful as to the
of genetic diseases, one of which is
future of the center, Scott is realistic
SCA.
This pending grant would allow the about the cutbacks the sec has
sec to continue to research with pa- suffered.
''Dean Miller of the Medical
tient care however there would be
noticeable difference in the extent of School has been helpful because he
has been able to find two researchers
the services.
Scott also said the SCC is involv- positions and Howard University
ed in another NIH cooperative study Hospital has agreed to sustain the
which still allows them to see patients salaries of a physician and
for the evaluation purposes. . secretary.''
However. he said the grant would
Scott also explained the lack of
end in September.
''With the pending grant, we hope funding has caused a shortage of the
to be picked for the next collective services within the center's staff.

I

EARN $300
Be A Research ·
Study Volunteer

'

I

Department of Behavio.ral
Biology of the Walter Reed ·
Army Institute of Research,
Silver Spring, MD seeks
volunteers to participate in
a 3-day study of sleep
deprivation during March,
•
April, May, June or July.
. Participants must be·
.healthy males aged 21-38,
who are nonsmokers antl
medication-free. Federal
employees cannot be paid~

Call Joyce: (301) 427-6529.-
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- HAIRWEA VE SPECIAL

•

INCLUDES
• One·Four Row Weave
• Free Consultation

• High Quality Tangle-Free lOOo/o
Wet & Wavy Human Hair
• Guaranteed Hairgrowth
• No Pulling - No Pain
• Shampoo, Condition, Style ·&f'Cut

OTTITOW$&

0 ®
5401 FOURTEENTH STREET, N.W.
WASHINGTON , D.C. 20011
(202) 723-1827
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LIMITED TIME OFFER
SPECIAL HAIRCOLORS ADDITIONAL

SUMMER IS THE TIME
OF INFERIOR SLEDDING..

''Dad was right.
You get wliat

'
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Summer is ha'.rd work. Heat. Sweat. Tourists eve rywhe re.
And the sledding is terri ble.
·
Don't make the sledding any harder. Get a job as a
lemporary with INTERSEC. GREAT PAY! INTERESTING
ASSIGNMENTS! REFERRAL BONUSES!
Co me in for an interview before June 15 and get a summer
bedrh tote bag-FREE.

i•l

'NTER SEC
PERSONNEL

Telephone: D.C., MD 785-0100

V1rg1n1a
' , , 883 -1 940

SERVICES. INC

•

'I

More peo,:ile choose AT&T
over any other ln'lg distance
service. Because with AT&T, it
costs less than you \hink io get
the service you expea, like
clearer connectiuru;, 24-hour
AT&T operator assistance,
instant credit on wrong numbers. And the assui;ance that we
can put virtually every one of
your calls through the first time.
That's the genius of the AT&T
Worldwide Intelligent Network.
So when it's time to make
a choice, remember, it pays to .
choose AT&T.
If you'd like to know more
about our products or services,
like the AT&TCard, call us at
1 800 222-0300.

Howard University Alumni
Class of 1978
Presents
''A Reunion Celebration''

Saturday, May 14, 1988
10 p.m. 2 a.m.
,
Blackburn University Center
-Howard's Main Campus
Donation $20-Tax Deductible
*Hors D'oeuvres
*Cash Bar
):~Ticket Information Contact:

""'

Darryl Dennis
832-9098

Tracey Pinson
526-1653

•

Michael Robinson

ATl&T
The right choice.
•

529-5521

Jerry Williamson
882-0468

Coordinated by Best of Friends
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Graduating Seniors and Graduate Students
You Get
$400 CASH*
and Guaranteed Financing' On

•

•

•

We have special financing rates. deferred payments and cash-back
programs for college students on all ourChevrolets and Mitsubishis. What's
more, some of our brand new models start as low as $5, 195. So"Cometo
Ourisman where you always get your way, and get a car. And while you're
here, you could even get a job through our management training program.
See. college really can help you go places.

Corsica

OURISMAN CHEVROLET
& MITSUBISHI

-

Celebrity

1/1 mile inside the Capitol Beltway. ~x1t 78. 4400 BranchA~en ue. Marlow Heights. MD

•

Sprint
Spectrµm

Camaro

301 -423-4000

"

Nova

Monte Carlo

•

'

Beretta

Caprice
Cavalier

Blazer
..,

·'
,

I---

at Bob Peck Chevrolet
Call Ivan Kaplan at 522-9000
or Stop By and See Him- at
800 N. Glebe Road,
Arlington, VA

*With Proof of Graduation
and Subsequent Employment
•
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If you're pregnant, then there's an important birth day coming up.
Your child's.
To make it a happy birthday and ensure a safe and affordable
delivery, Washington Hospital Center has a present for you. Special
Delivery.
Special Delivery is a program designed especially for women with
no health insurance. For a very low price, you and your unborn child
can receive exceptionally high quality care. What's mar~ .• the earlier
you join, the more money you ultimately save . . . and die more
likely you 'II receive proper care.

Our comprehensive package covers such things as nine months of •
prenatal care, classes, a semi-private hospital room for two days, anesthesia, and a post-partum check, to name a few. All With personalized,
special attention. And all at very low rates.

So come see us if you have tight budget constraints or no insurance
coverage. Our staff of highly qualified physicians, nurses and residents
have one goal in mind: the best in prenatal care for you and your
unborn child and the safe delivery of your baby.
For the rest of your life, you and yo'ur child will be glad you called
us today.
,
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MONDAY

S/JNDAY:

3?08 Rhode. Jslt:V'ld

-S.117Vl?!JAY: 6:ooAM- 2100AM
8:00AM- 2.:00AM
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• FREE PICK - UP / DELIVERY
DON' 'f LUG IT
• SECURE l\TORAGE
FACILITIES
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LE AVE IT STO R ED !!
! N SURAN ~ E INCLUDED
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H igh-tech will never replace
the cart; and kindness of personal-touch nursing Wl1at it
can do is offer, more scientific,
i' accurate treatment, freeing
you up fo r your personal care.
_.
Anny hospitals and medi.~ cal centers are among the
leaders in the use of high-tech
instrumentation and methods.
As a n urse you'll be encouraged to continue your education,
to continue growing. As an Anny Officer you'll be a
respected member of a topflight health care team. And never
lose your personal touch.
For more information on Anny Nursing, call:
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ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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First time buyer, you can own a car in your
name. Establish credit in your name. A nd get
Washington D.C.'s best prices!
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' Nissan

529-1000

3010 Rhode Island Ave., N.E.

Ideal for Seniors and Continuing .
Students. Visit Your Campus
Store or Call Us at (202) 328-8561
for a Free Consultation. Shipping
is Available.
•

. FROM $165-$210

Volkswagen • Subaru

S.29-7900

•

140 1 Rhode Island Ave., N.E .
DIRECTIONS: Take Beln.vay Exit 25B ''College Park ''
off of 495. U.S. Route 1 South 6 Qliles to ·
the Capital Motor Mile.
0726·NP CAP

Collegiate Jewelers Company ·
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Sentors'
Last Will & Testament
I. Naomi Travers, ·leave all m}' SOro;S

Andrew:
Thanks for being my sunshine. I'm so
hOf!Ored to call you my friend. (I can't
wait to catch you in tile newsroom!)
Best of luck always!
.
'"Beth'·

I, Mo~i11.ue Dionne Burnett, being of
sound mind and body, hereby leave to:
Quay & Laura, a gallon ofsuntan oil.
i'o Wendy, all. my accessories. To
Tanya, my VISA bill. To Deena, my
L1bran SISter. I leave a mood ring so
others will know which one you 're in.
To Mary, all of the cleaning products
one woman could ever use. To Garfield, Angie and Denise, are you sure
this is the right answer? To Georgette
Amanee, Ganee brothen and sister.
To Nicholas, my love, I leave my
thanks for being there when needed.
I leave my wishes that you haV.e a
bright future and mu<;h success, but I
take the memories of the times we've
had together and the knowledge that
at Howard I made FRIENDS that I'll
have forever.

and sands the sweetest siste1·hood on
earth; Leslie Lewis, all 1ny love,
th<:nks, and the American drei:.111 (!'!/ . I, Jennifer Camille Thomas, leave to
mw you); Malcolm Carter, gratitude t~e cherubus all the exciting memories
for always being there ana sharing jrom Freshman year:
To T-bone Medium Rare I leave
your ambition with me (see ya at the
top); Foof, hap(!iness and success; AK, sincere thanks for lending your ear
a can of that stuff; Sophia Tignor and t:ndfriendship. To Miss Missy I leave
Claudette Winstead, the family tree; the '"Best Roommate in the World
E:l McDujfy, horns and everything Award" along with all the
else you can swindle your way into m<:mories... may we forever .o:;tay close
getting, Lori Buckner, my sarcasm and /~tends. To my Sands-33 Quintessensome .hairspray: Robert Vickers, tial Gems of Grandeur/ leave all my ·
snausages; Alonza Roberston, kisses love that makes Alpha Kappa Alpha
and a bag of Ripples; Crystal Bass, 4 oh so precious. May our sisterhood
years:friendship and memories; Kelly last forever. To all my sorors of Alpha
To All Graduating Seniors:
Thompson, all the thin'f that I've bor· Chapter. keep the flame lit. To my two
GOOD LUCK!!!
rowed from you; Mar Yates, smiles; ~autiful Personals, /lo ve you, conRaymond Archer, a year's supply of tinue to make Alpha all it can be. To And to my friends A. Lynn, Forrest
cubic centimeter complaint forms; Cfllfellow Howardites, thanks/or mak- Natalie, Rosalyn, Sharon and ail
Suzanne. a bottle of Tylenol (you'll ing Howard University a joyous, others. I'm going to miss y'all (sob,
need it); Joe Gibson, a paddle boat; memorable experience for me as Miss sob). But /'11 !fet over it (smile)! See ya
Zackery. an AP Style book; Onika. Howard. To my sorors I leave my in one year 1n the real world.
Karen Meakens
cheerleading moves; and Howard cro~vn.'
•
University, the ability to take control
To Ms. Lydia Savage,
To the Jones Family of Washington,
of your own destiny.
The School of Human Eco'!!_gy_'s
D.C.: Thank you/oral! the love, supepitomization of an INSTRUCIVR,
To the groovy people who helped me port and stren}!.th that you have given
who is leaving to pursue her doc·
through the year.s... J love you'''
groove my way through Howard: To 1ne
''Six for Six ''
···
torate's degree at Virginia Tech. You
my family, the most understanding
q,re by far the most rewarding per- --·- and loving people on Earth. I'm going
to make you even prouder. To Kellie. /, Tracey Hymes, bequeath Trina sonality 012 this campus. Thank you
Allen, thanx for beinf!. by my side, I Hymes both jokers, the deuce of for informing us in three classes what
teachers have failed to do in three
love ya. To Rick Wells and James spade.<; and the
ace. Thanks, part- years-How
to survive in this world.
Wilson. my non-studying roommates: ner for a winTJing year and fl/though
Your love and kindness is unsurpassThanks for all the non-academic sup- we must pare, ;we will meet again... at ed.
We are confident that WHEN you
port, and the live graduating party of th.e cop!
reCeive your Ph.D. you will return to
l
which I can't remember anything, I
love you dudes. "Philly's in the To all the 1988 Graduating Sorors of Howard and continue your excellence.
WE LOVE YOU!!
House! '' To my country cousin Chris AKA: May good fortune continue to
E. Joyce McDujfy
White, we are going to kick a•• at the follow you in all your future
&
top. To Patrick Oates, don't )'ou wish endea11ars. May God bless and"always
Intro to Co11sumer Studies Class ,
you went to Howard? By t/Tl! way, remember Alpha Excellence. Conwhere is Tuskegee. To Argie Allen, Ffoatulations, Alpha Chapter. AKA
/, Tuanda Ward, wish two of my very
thanks for schooling me in computers
rarity, Inc.
1
friends, Fenn and Miss Weis the best
class. I got a. 'D. · hoooooh! To Herb,
of luck in the future in all your
Carla, Stacy, Tia, Felica, Kelly W ,
endeavors. Thanks so much for
Candace, Rob 'Buddah ·Frelow, Pro· To L.L. Cool J. /My #1 Sands:
fessor Sam Dennis, Fran, Billy1and to Congratulations/ You know I love ya! understanding and listening to my
all the other cool black 'peoples' who Wherever you are, don't forget me. ''problems. '' I'm ,'?Ding to miss
everyone soooo much. , To my
helped me cl1eat or who I partied with, · I'm here for ya/ Love Always,
longtime buddy, Kim '1Jean" Oliver,
I lo11e ya. ''Keep Rising to the Top, '' Foo/er
who never let me (or anyone else) have
I can't take no more. Next Stop:
a dull moment, I leave you my paTo Naon1i:
Ne~· Yawk City. Boyeeel!!
tience and my ability to be calm, cool
q. I lo11e )'OU very much. I really will miss
Troy Tin1orh y White
·· havi11g you close by when you leave. and relaxed about everything. To the
I. Jonathan Sa1 1oy, leave love and I will always be here for you if you Hilltop Staff, I'll never forget any of
n1any thanks to -Pearlie Mae and_ need me. Congrats on your ac- you or those long Thursday nights.
for!oney Ray. for all the support. pa- ;' ~01~1pli~hments and continue to ''kick David Garry, what can I say but
thanks for really being there when I
ttence, and understanding any son ; . 11 l111e. love Always,
needed someone to•ta/k to. To all the
could passibly hope for. SO RELAX, ' Eoofer
grad?Jating seniors, good luck!!!/
IT'S FINALLY OVER!!!
oc-77~~~~----To my parents, Cecil and Thomasine
To Malena R. Calvin, my personal:
You're LIVE.' I am so proud of what Ward, I love you both dear(y and
· Ches 'C'
Thank you for being there when I we mean to each other. Wherever realize that without your undying love
needed you and even when I didn't. .)'Our endea11ors take "you, you know and guidance, I would not be here today. Throughout the years, when
You have made this year 11ery specia~ ~vhere to find me. love always,
things went wrong there were always
for me, iinii I hope this will last the rest Your Pers.
two people I always knew I could turn
Darla M. Kittrell
of our lives. I 1011e you.
to without hesitation, who I knew
-...Sparkle
would try their best to make things
To my Spec., Lorri Lynn Sadler,
Co11gratulationsl!! Good luck in all better, and who I knew loved me no
Mom and Dad,
matter what and I am ever so grateful
Thanks for supporting me through my your future endeavors. love Ya!
for you Mom and Dad.
four years at Howard University. I
sure could not have done it without To Jaye Carol Wallace, Congratulations. Pers! I'm sure you'll have great I. Elizabeth Ann (Leavy) Smith, being
'you.
success on your endeavors. Love of very sound mind and body, leave
Desiree
Alwa) S, Your Pers, Darla M. Kittrell to Alonza lewis Robertson (who I will·
miss very, very much) the ability to
To my DIVA sisters:
last two more years at H. U., as well
If you should ever fall short of your To Wendy,
desires, remember life holds for you I k11o~v you 're not going far away, but as the ability to work with people. expecially your ''children, ''to make them
one guarantee: you 'Ii always ha11e me. I just ~vanted to say Congrats!
better aware of the TOTAL operation
I love you and wish you all the best Lo11e Ya,
of a news organization.
. of happiness and success in till your Foo/
to the cheerleaders, I leave the abiliendeavors. Be fierce and Press on ...
ty to put up with the criticism of your
To J.T
Zora (DIVA 113)
.
P.S. See you at the first Grammy and Skee Wee, Sa11ds. You are getting out peers and administrators, and the hope
Oscar awards. Remember. wear your of here!.' I'm proud of you and I lotie that one day soon you will get your
mink, ladies. It'll be that ki11d of 11ight. you dear/) 1! You know where to find due respect. Also, I hope you get a
dedicated coach to work with y'all.
1ne. Love, Your Sands
To one special Michelle Miller, who
Foofer
Melanie:
is away studying in Africa, I leave the
/love you very much. I'm so glad that
ability to make it through Howard,
I have a sister like you. The best of To Colita LaMaee:
Congratulations with Jove and and the hope and ambition of becom·
luck next year.
ing a broacast journalist.
memories. love Always,
Alison
Foo/
I, Robert L. Frelow, Jr. , being of
Ericka T.,.
sound mind and awesome body, clo
Best wishes. godsister.' I love you. To K.B.
Show Howard what )10U 're made of Later. Sands. a11d much success in the hereby bequeath the ability to see
corporate it'orld. /love you very much through most of the bull--·- as ManagAlison
Keep n1e posted!! Love Always, ing Editor, and ··The Family,·· to my
big little brother Alonza Robertson.
Foo/er
Deena and Denise:
To the rest of the Hilltop, /leave the
God, I hope you 'II always be my
friends. Thank God for allo~,ring me To My Birtl1day Sands, Charisse desire to report the truth as best as it
to meet such wonde!ful people as Killian. Congrats on gradilating can be assertained. To the Campus
yourselves my first year at Howard. ~\1/m11ch love a11d respect! Love Pals, I leave laundry detergent .o:;o you
can clean your Orientation t-shirt. To
Best of•luck always. 111 always be with 1 Always.
the Student Ambassadors, /leave my
Foo/er
you.
love for Howard so you can encourage
Alison
more thorough brothers and sisters to
To Charlene Jackson,
make HU their choice for higher
Mr. Wiggles:
Congrats!
It happens like that sometimes... May Here's to a Porsche and making education. To the Communications
· · Student Council, /leave the plans the
God always protect you and keep )'Ou.' Megabucks! lo11e Ya.
86-87 Council used to operate effec·
And may you always be surrounded - FoOf
tively for the students. To Gita,
by love and happiness. look inside
and yOu'll find the peace that '.s so im- To 'all my friends who are graduating,. Phylicia and Trela I leave my hopes
,portant. Be strong, ~fly high. Best of Congratuiations!l I am glad to ·have for the bright future God has plannluck always.
11ie you. 69od luck in your future. ed. To Mrs. Watkins, Dean Johns. Dr.
Anderson, Dean Taylor, Ms. Portia
DIVA #3, Zora Neale Hurston
Keep in touch.
Fuller and the rest of those faculty
•
Sincerely,
members who made sure I stayed in
Guy Troupe. (Kappa Alpha Psi)
Darla M. Kittrell
line, Iieave my fond memories ofyou
I love yOu, don 'tcha know
and all that you stand for. (Thanks,
DIVA #I
your help was really appreciated!) To
Dearest Valencia S. Johnson
my boys from Drew, I leave the
DIVAs
Gosh. kiddo, it Sabout that time. Time memory of the game of quarters and
God fias not promised me sunshine, for you to pack up and head back to
tha['s not the way it's going co be. But Caine City (Miami). Needless to say, that damn garbage can! You'll
a little rain, mixed with God's sun- I will miss al/ those Friday and Satur- definitely be missed. lo the rest of the
shine. A little pain .helps me appreciate day retreats at malls, eateries and student body, I leave every Hilltop
the good times. I am grateful to you supermarkets. Thanx so much for be- story that I have written and hope that
for the support. sisterhood and talent. ing so damn nice. intelligent and they have (or will somehow) spur you
. There is no me without you. Be fierce. humorous. And yes, even putting up· to action. To ''O'Friend'' I leave those
thoughts we've shared so often this
Avid!
~vith my incessant ''ragging.'' You are
semester (and the handcuffs}! Most of
DIVA #I Rosalind Cash
indeed destined for the best. /love you all, to the fellas, it's ju.st a maqer of
and hereby proclaim you as MY sister, time before I see you on the other side.
and me your ONLY brother.
Congratulations K. Ann Williams
(/ hope anyway_) Just in case. save
E.J. McDujfy
1in so proud of you.'!!
...
some wood for me.... Hey Norm. ya
P.S.
Good
luck
in
grad
school!!!
SCJ
think they'll get mad?
,

J
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Announcements

Summer: What to Do? Why not try
communal living? We've created an
alternative which values soclal 'and
economic equality and opposes
racism and classism. For a free
24-page booklet picturing our way of
life, write: Twin Oaks CommunityBox HT- Louisa, VA 23093
The Howard University Alumni
Class of 1978
Presents
''A Reunion Celebration' '
Saturday, May 14, 1988
1 O p.m.·2 a.m.
Blackburn University Center
Donation $20-Tax Deductible
Proceeds Benefit:
Howard University Endowment Fund
*Hors D'oeuvres
*Cash Bar
For. Ticket Info Call:
Darryl Dennis 832-9098
Tracey Pinson 526·1653
Michael Robinson 529-5521
Jerry Williamson 882·0468
Coordinated by Best of Friends

Help Wanted
Full-time or part-time assistant
manager and grill cooks needed. Call
779·8629
FAIRFAX COUNTY GOVERNMENT
GRADUATE MANAGEMENT
INTERN PROGRAM
$11.02 PER HOUR
This program provides part-time professional work experience to minori·
ty and female graduate students
leading to employment in profes·
si9nal Positions. Fairfax County
Government provides a stable and
dynamic work environment as well as
competitive salaries and f.rfnge
benefits. Positions are available in
the areas of budgeting, programming, management 8.nalysls, and planning. Applicants must have completed one semester of graduate
study beyond the bachelor's degree
and be currently enrolled in a field
leading to an advanced degree. For
more information and an application
contact: Fairfax County Office of
Personnel, (70~) 591 ·8560. Fairfax
County application required. Apply
by Wednesday, May 20, 1988 to:
,Fairfax County Application Center
4103 Chain Bridge Road , Rm . 100
Fairfax, VA 22030
MANAGEMENf ANALYST Ill I
$34,888-$38,463
ANN. #88-0004
Fairfax County Government seeks a
management analyst, who under
supervision, forecasts County
revenues usinQ regression and time
series analysis and performs com·
puter analyses of demographic and
survey data using SAS. REOS: B.A.
and 4 yrs. experience Including
quantitiative analysis experience .
PREFER : Advanced degree In a
quantitative field and experience
modeling/forecasting government
revenues. Position may be underfilled wlth a less-experienced applicant
with 2 years experience. For further
information and an application form.
contact:
'
Fairfax C0unty Application Center
4103 Chain Bridge Road, Rm . 100
Falrfax, VA 22030
(703) 591-8560

A-Sweet congratulations to us the
Ladles of the Black and Gold fa;,,ilyl
We've shown that crises never
weaken STRONG Black women.
Sunday was proof that It can really
happen. And It will happen next year
because our mission is two fold . I
look forward to doing my small part
as prrez to making it work. I love you
@II ~early 'cause y'all cool people!
Apnl
· Tea Rose
Now! Where are you?
Are you unfrequented?
Are you enervated?
Your prodigious beauty is
so Discerningly Cosmopolitan!
I will thrust
my hand out
for the star
That you are
D. Bartee
To Maura Lynne Ross,
Mistakes are commonly made but
love lasts forever, as my love does
for you. Let 's spend time together
so I can show you how true the love
from me is oh so true.
'
Wicker
To the Long Island Tee ,
It has been one WILD year!
CRAZY parties, GOOFY guys!
FREAKY faggots & FUNKY
roommates!
All in all, it's been real.
'Til next semester!
The Beautiful New YorkerQueenie,
The Blue flame burns IMMUTABLE
it has darkened the inner domain of
my heart, and I cannot, at this moment, offer you a trembling heart.
Chess-nut
P.S. Good Luck with the MCAT
Boston,
I'm taking this opportunity to le~you
know that I truly care for you and to
say I'm sorry things didn 't work out.
Now there is no more '' trouble in
paradise,·· but a paradise with no
one to share it with.
Queens
To all my friends in the class of
1988, I will miss you all, especially
the following : My sands, Wendy,
good luck in med school, I'll be close
by to party, chat and laugh with ; my
front , Charlene Jackson, you always

-

Why pay for room and board when
you can 1iv.e for free in the nation's
capital? Make money while gaining
valuable .experience. Gall Natalie's
Nannies (301 I 840-E>853

Dear_ Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Frelow:
Thanks for EVERYTHING! Not only
has this part of the mission been
completed, but it also signifies the
launch of something new. My place
In Tampa will ALWAYS be open to
you. With each accomplishment
comes a little bit of turmoil, and think
we've had our fair share of it ...
Thanks also go to Uncle L_arry, Aunt
Evelyn, Grandma and Grandpa and
everyone else in the family!
Robert L. Frelow, Jr.
Gita, Phylicia and Trela:
I love you and will be praying for your
success. Take care of each other ....
Stand by Rob's side and keep him on
the right track.' Good luck
SwabyfTurner, we've entrusted you
with one heck of a position. Feel free
!O call Fritz or Craig B., at any time
1f there are any questions. Just tell
'em 1 gave you permission to do sol
''Mf. Hilltop''

...,_____

JOBS

•

20k-40k
with
top
R
companies.
Fl
Guaranteed. 369-7000

-

National marketing company looking
for ambitious Jr. , Sr., or grad student
to manage promotions on-campus
this Fall . Earning potential up to
$5,000. Flexible part'\time hours.
Call
Randi
or
Dee
at
1-800-592·2121
Positions available for Internal
Auditors . Accounting degree re·
quired. Grades (S) 5 , 7, or 9 Salary
$15,118, $18,726 or $22,907
Smithsonian Institution is an Equal
Opportunity Employer. For further In·
formation call Mr. Vincent Root at
202·357·3317.

'
knew were I was coming from (that's
why we're 5 and 6). What else can
I say besides " I love you ;" my back.
K.B., see ya In the board room,
sands; Mahogany, you helped me
get through Theory class and I'll
always be there for you. J.T.; Robert
Frelow, your smile kept me going
when I was ready to throw In the
towel. Thank you and I love you lots.
To my Claudette, I'll be always be
here for you no matter how hectic
things are. You know I love you with
all my heart. Thanks Mom and Dad,
you helped me keep my head on
straight and handle the stress. I love
you.
Naomi
Wendy Nicole .Ricketts,
You have always achieved higher
goals than y~u have set for yourself.
Medical school will be just another
easy accomplishment for .you. Con, gratulations; AKA Private Dancer
26-A-87, Miss Liberal Arts and President of Beta Kappa Chi, Scientific
Honor Society. Have faith in yourself
and us. I love you.
Jon Christian Loggins
To my beloved sorors of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.,
Thank you for taking my hand and
guiding me into Alphaland. I realized
that my work has only just begun, but
I have no doubts that our tradition of
Alpha excellence will continue . For
in the words of Soror Marva Collins
"I accept the challenge."
27·A·88

Productions

Congratulates the'
Class of '88' ·

•

Don't miss out on your .l ast
chance to take home a
memory.

''Back to the Mecca''
- The Video1Howard University
Homecoming '87

Far Rent
Single front room available for sum·
mer. Walking Distance from Campus.
Some ho.usehold privileges Non·
smokers only!! For more Info call
797-1038.

Special!

$14.95 for 99 niinutes of

To Maria, Carsie, Smokey (ha-ha)

Howard at its finest.
Call 202-371-9308'
or send money order to:

and Ty: We made it through this
semester the best way students
CAN make 11 ... together. Webster has
only one way to sum up this
semeste~ for us ... NUTSlll
Love You All,
Tish
•

MTM

VHS

or
Beta

P.O. Box 88
2400 Sixth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20059
No per1onal checks accel!IC. .I

·-·- ·

I
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Personals

Fozzie,
Now we may be two fish swimming
In different parts of the lake. but the
Red Fortune Telling Fish NEVER
llesl You said lt .. SMILE
Love,
POTBELLY-0-J .

•

•

